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Summary Information
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Creator: Charles Harris Wesley, Dr. , 1891 - 1987
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Biographical / Historical
Chronology
1891 December 2 Born in Louisville Kentucy
1906 Finished Central High School, Louisville,
Kentucky
1906 – 07 Fisk University Preparatory Department
1907 – 11 Attended Fisk University College Department;
Graduated with a B.A.
1911 – 13 Yale University; Graduated with Master of
Arts Degree
1913 - 1942 Instructor in History; Assistant Professor,
Associate Professor, Professor and Head of
History Department; Director of the Summer
School; Acting Dean of the College and Dean
of the Graduate School at Howard University
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1914 Attended Guilde Internationale, Paris, France
1915 – 73 Married Louise Johnson Wesley
1918 Became pastor at Ebenezer African Methodist
Episcopal Church in Washington, DC.
1920 – 21 University Scholar at Harvard University
1925 Ph.D. from Harvard University
1931 Guggenheim Fellowship, London England
1931 – 46 President, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
1942 - 47 President, Wilberforce University
1947 – 65 President, Central State University
1950 – 65 President, Association for the Study of African
American Life and History
1965 –72 Executive Director, Association for the Study
of African American Life and History
1974 – 76 Director, Afro-American Historical and
Cultural Museum in Philadelphia
1979 – 1987 Married Dorothy Porter Wesley
1987 August 16 Dies in Washington, D.C.
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Scope and Contents
The papers of Educator, Historian and University President Charles H. Wesley document his personal
and professional life from his time as a student at Fisk University to his later years as Historian of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. and a leader in several prominent organizations. The majority of the papers date
from 1908 – 1987, the year of Wesley's death. The collection measures approximately 82.94 linear feet.
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The collection was donated to the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc.
The collection contains biographical data and personal documents. The correspondence spans the
length of Wesley's career until his death in 1987. Included are correspondence with Carter G. Woodson,
Lorenzo Greene, Founders of Alpha Phi Alpha and Rayford W. Logan can be found in the collection.
Also contained are extensive research notes and documents related to Wesley's writings on Prince Hall,
Alpha Phi Alpha Founder Henry Arthur Callis and the National Association of Colored Women's Clubs.
Handwritten copies of Wesley speeches and drafts of his publications are found in the collection as well.
A significant portion of the collection is dedicated to the organizations in which Wesley either belonged
or led. Organizations with significant representation include the Association for the Study of African
American Life and History where Wesley served as Executive Director, President and as an Executive
Council Member, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. for which Wesley served as Historian and President,
Central State University, Sigma Pi Phi, the United Supreme Council and Wilberforce University.
Lastly, the collection contains numerous photographs related to the Wesley family, and organizations.
Artifacts relate to Wesley's work life and time at Fisk and Yale are also housed in the collection.
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Arrangement
Series Descriptions:
Series A: Family Papers Box 263-1 to 263-5 Correspondence and documents related to Louise Wesley,
Wesley's Widow Dorothy Porter Wesley, Matilda Wesley, and others.
Series B: Personal Papers 263-5 to 263-7 Personal items including his marriage certificate, Last Will and
Testament, personal calendars, and other documents.
Series C: Alphabetical Correspondence 263-7 to 263-10 Letters to various figures in the field of history,
personal correspondence to family and friends.
Series D: Chronological Correspondence 263-10 to 263-11 Letters to various figures in the field of
history, personal correspondence to family and friends.
Series E: Awards and Citations 263-11 to 263-11 Certificates of appreciation and thanks, and citations
from various organization to which Wesley was involved.
Series F: Financial Documents 263-11 to 263-14 Documents related to Wesley's personal finances
Series G: Notes 263-14 to 263-17 A collection of handwritten and typed notes related to Wesley's
research, writings and speeches.
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Series H: Clippings 263-17 to 263-18 Newspapers clippings chronicling the life of Charles Wesley. The
clippings were collected by Wesley as he began to develop his autobiography.
Series I: Subject/Research Files 263-18 to 263-22 Photocopies, written notes and clippings related
to Wesley's various research interests included a large assortment of research on Prince Hall and the
founding of the African Methodist Episcopal Church
Series J: Speaking Engagements 263-22 to 263-22 Programs and flyers related to Wesley's speaking
engagements around the nation.
Series K: Speeches 263-22 to 263-23 Alphabetical listing of handwritten and typed speeches given by
Wesley throughout his career. Speeches cover various aspects of black life and history.
Series L: Writings 263-23 to 263-29 Published and draft copies of Wesley's numerous writings to the
history and culture of African Americans. Also included are obituaries written by Wesley of luminaries
including Ralph Bunce.
Series M: Book Chapters 263-29 to 263-32 Copies of draft book chapters from the autobiography of
Charles Wesley, Neglected History and other books.
Series N: Teaching Material 263-32 to 263-32 Descriptions and other documents used by Wesley in
developing and teaching courses.
Series O: Writings About 263-32 to 263-33 Biographies, Tributes and Obituaries written for Charles H.
Wesley
Series P: Writings by Others 263-33 to 263-34 Published material kept by Wesley including writings by
Lorenzo Greene, Alester Brown, and Earl E. Thorpe
Series Q: Printed Material 263-34 to 263-35 Pamphlets, reports and other documents sent to Wesley by
various organizations he became interested in including the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, Harvard University and Black America West Foundation.
Series R: Publications 263-35 to 263-36 Journals, Bulletins and other serialized printings collected by
Wesley.
Series S: Organizations 263-36 to 263-69 Organizational documents including meeting minutes, reports
and correspondence related to organizations in which Wesley held active leaderships roles. Organizations
include Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Association for the Study of African American Life and
History, Sigma Pi Phi and the United Supreme Council. It also contains documents related to Central
State University and Wilberforce University.
Series T: Photographs 263-69 to 263-72 Personal and professional photographs of Wesley and members
of various organizations Wesley found himself involved with. Photographs reflect Wesley, his family
and organizations including Alpha Phi Alpha, Associations for the Study of African American Life and
History and United Supreme Council.
Series U: Restricted 263-73 to 263-73 Restricted material
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Series V: Oversized Documents 263-74 to 263-74 Oversized Broadsides and Images
Series E: Artifacts 263-75 to 263-75 Items kept by the Wesley family from his life and career including
graduation caps, college flags, and desk items.




500 Howard Place NW
Washington, DC 20059
URL: http://dh.howard.edu/msrc/
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Controlled Access Headings
• African American universities and colleges -- Washington (D.C.)
• African Americans--Education
• African American educators
• Fraternal organizations
Collection Inventory
Series A: Family Papers, no date Box 263-1
Title/Description Instances
Harris, Jr. Douglass, no date Box 263-1 Folder 1
Holloman, Charlotte Wesley, no date Box 263-1 Folder 2
Wesley, Charlotte H., no date Box 263-1 Folder 3
Wesley, Charles Snowden, no date Box 263-1 Folder 4
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Sub-Series: Dorothy Porter Wesley
Title/Description Instances
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Address Stickers, no date Box 263-1 Folder 5
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Addresses, no date Box 263-1 Folder 6
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - African Methodist Episcopal Church,
no date
Box 263-1 Folder 7
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH, 1988, no date Box 263-1 Folder 8
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH, 1989, no date Box 263-1 Folder 9
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH, 1990, no date Box 263-1 Folder 10
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH, 1991, no date Box 263-1 Folder 11
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH, 1992, no date Box 263-1 Folder 12
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH, 1993, no date Box 263-1 Folder 13
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH, 1994, no date Box 263-1 Folder 14
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH - 2001, no date Box 263-1 Folder 15
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH - 2002, no date Box 263-1 Folder 16
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH - Black History Month, 1, no
date
Box 263-1 Folder 17
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH - Black History Month, 2, no
date
Box 263-2 Folder 1
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH - Friends of ASALH, 1986-
1992 1, no date
Box 263-2 Folder 2
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH - Friends of ASALH, 1986-
1992 2, no date
Box 263-2 Folder 3
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH - Friends of ASALH, 1986-
1992 3, no date
Box 263-2 Folder 4
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - ASALH - Friends of ASALH, 1986-
1992 4, no date
Box 263-2 Folder 5
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Charles H. Wesley Study Club,
1989-90, no date
Box 263-2 Folder 6
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Clippings, no date Box 263-2 Folder 7
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Correspondence, 1976 - August 1987,
no date
Box 263-2 Folder 8
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Correspondence, September 1987, no
date
Box 263-2 Folder 9
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Correspondence, October 1987 - 1988,
no date
Box 263-2 Folder 10
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Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 1, no date Box 263-2 Folder 11
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 2, no date Box 263-3 Folder 1
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 3, no date Box 263-3 Folder 2
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 4, no date Box 263-3 Folder 3
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 5, no date Box 263-3 Folder 4
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 6, no date Box 263-3 Folder 5
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 7, no date Box 263-3 Folder 6
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 8, no date Box 263-3 Folder 7
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 9, no date Box 263-3 Folder 8
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 10, no date Box 263-4 Folder 1
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 11, no date Box 263-4 Folder 2
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards 12, no date Box 263-4 Folder 3
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards - Alpha Phi Alpha
1, no date
Box 263-4 Folder 4
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards - Alpha Phi Alpha
2, no date
Box 263-4 Folder 5
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards - Alpha Phi Alpha
3, no date
Box 263-4 Folder 6
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolence Cards - Floral Cards, no
date
Box 263-4 Folder 7
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Condolences - Telegrams, no date Box 263-4 Folder 8
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Christmas Cards, no date Box 263-4 Folder 9
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Fisk Jubilee Day Fundraiser, 1988, no
date
Box 263-4 Folder 10
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Funeral, no date Box 263-4 Folder 11
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Funeral - Thank you notes, no date Box 263-4 Folder 12
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Invitations, no date Box 263-4 Folder 13
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - List of Individuals Receiving Funeral
Programs, no date
Box 263-5 Folder 1
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Notes, no date Box 263-5 Folder 2
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Phylaxis Society Annual Session,
1989, no date
Box 263-5 Folder 3
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Remarks on Charles Wesley, no date Box 263-5 Folder 4
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Sigma Pi Phi, no date Box 263-5 Folder 5
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Sigma Pi Phi Grand Boule, 1988, no
date
Box 263-5 Folder 6
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Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Thank you Letters for Donations in
Honor of Charles H. Wesley, no date
Box 263-5 Folder 7
Wesley, Dorothy Porter - Travel Documents, no date Box 263-5 Folder 8
Wesley, Louise 1, no date Box 263-5 Folder 9
Wesley, Louise 2, no date Box 263-5 Folder 10
Wesley, Matilda, no date Box 263-5 Folder 11
Wesley, Matilda - Condolence Card, no date Box 263-5 Folder 12
Wesley, Matilda - Deed (Matilda Marshall), no date Box 263-5 Folder 13
Wesley, Matilda - Passport, no date Box 263-5 Folder 14
Wesley, Matilda - Order of the Eastern Star Medal and Prayer
Book, no date
Box 263-5 Folder 15
Wesley, Matilda - Scholarship Fund, no date Box 263-5 Folder 16
Family Correspondence, no date Box 263-5 Folder 17
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Series B: Personal Papers, undated Box 263-5
Title/Description Instances
Absentee Voter Ballot Application, 1944 Box 263-5 Folder 18
Affidavit of Residence, 1977 Box 263-5 Folder 19
Barbados Research Trip, undated Box 263-5 Folder 20
Biographical Data, undated Box 263-5 Folder 21
Bookplate, undated Box 263-5 Folder 22
Blueprints, undated Box 263-6 Folder 1
Burner Service Acceptance, 1944 Box 263-6 Folder 2
Cards - Business (non-Wesley), undated Box 263-6 Folder 3
Cards - Identification, undated Box 263-6 Folder 4
Cards - Membership, undated Box 263-6 Folder 5
Charles H. Wesley Research Fund, undated Box 263-6 Folder 6
Copyright Claim - Prince Hall: Life and Legacy, undated Box 263-6 Folder 7
Curriculum Vitae Material, undated Box 263-6 Folder 8
Death Certificate, undated Box 263-6 Folder 9
Dedication of Charles H. Wesley Tower, undated Box 263-6 Folder 10
Delaware State Black History Program, 1980
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Box 263-6 Folder 11
Draft Card, 1916 Box 263-6 Folder 12
Drivers License, undated Box 263-6 Folder 13
Drivers License - Health Evaluation, undated Box 263-6 Folder 14
Embroidered Napkin, undated Box 263-6 Folder 15
Guggenheim Fellowship, 1926 Box 263-6 Folder 17
Fidelity Realty Co. Dividend Vote, March, 1926 Box 263-6 Folder 18
Harvard - Application, 1915 Box 263-6 Folder 19
Harvard - Application to Doctoral Candidacy, undated Box 263-6 Folder 20
Harvard - Clipping Related to, undated Box 263-6 Folder 21
Harvard - Dissertation Defense Announcement, undated Box 263-6 Folder 22
Harvard - Examination for the Degree of PhD, undated Box 263-6 Folder 23
Harvard - Final Transcript, undated Box 263-6 Folder 24
Harvard - Graduation Program, 1925 Box 263-6 Folder 25
Harvard - Official Register of Harvard University, 1924 - 1925 Box 263-6 Folder 26
Harvard - Tercentenary Celebration, undated Box 263-6 Folder 27
Harvard Transcript and Candidacy Application (Photocopy),
undated
Box 263-6 Folder 28
International Certificates of Vaccination, undated Box 263-6 Folder 29
Last Will and Testament, undated Box 263-6 Folder 30
Letterhead, undated Box 263-6 Folder 31
Library of Congress Festival of Music, undated Box 263-6 Folder 32
Lists of Articles Written, undated Box 263-6 Folder 33
Living Legacy Awards, The National Caucus on the Black Aged,
1979
Box 263-6 Folder 34
London Trip, 1930 Box 263-6 Folder 35
Magazine Profile, 1950 Box 263-6 Folder 36
Marriage Certificate (to Dorothy B. Porter) (photocopy), undated Box 263-6 Folder 37
Marriage License: Holmes, Eugene Clay and Margaret Cardoza,
undated
Box 263-6 Folder 38
Medical Information, undated Box 263-6 Folder 39
Medical Prognosis and Recommendations, undated Box 263-6 Folder 40
Negro Education Club Program, 1934, undated Box 263-6 Folder 41
Obituary, undated
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Box 263-6 Folder 42
Personal Calendar, 1927 Box 263-6 Folder 43
Personal Calendar, 1947 Box 263-7 Folder 1
Profiles, undated Box 263-7 Folder 2
Questionnaires, undated Box 263-7 Folder 3
Slavery in the Age of the American Revolution Conference
Program, undated
Box 263-7 Folder 4
Stationary, undated Box 263-7 Folder 5
Transcript of a Tape Recorded Interview with Charles H. Wesley,
undated
Box 263-7 Folder 6
Travellers Handbook, undated Box 263-7 Folder 7
Tributes (1), undated Box 263-7 Folder 8
Tributes (2), undated Box 263-7 Folder 9
Tributes (3), undated Box 263-7 Folder 10
Union Baptist Church 147th Anniversary Program, undated Box 263-7 Folder 11
Voter Registration Cards, undated Box 263-7 Folder 12
Who's Who Profiles, undated Box 263-7 Folder 13
Yale Graduate School, 1911 Box 263-7 Folder 14
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Aundated Box 263-7 Folder 15
Azikiwe, Nnamdi, undated Box 263-7 Folder 16
Ba - Bl, undated Box 263-7 Folder 17
Bo - Bu, undated Box 263-7 Folder 18
Baker, R. Jacob, undated Box 263-8 Folder 1
Cundated Box 263-8 Folder 2
Copyright Office - Library of Congress, undated Box 263-8 Folder 3
Dundated Box 263-8 Folder 4
Davis, Gertrude, undated Box 263-8 Folder 5
Eundated Box 263-8 Folder 6
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Fundated Box 263-8 Folder 7
Gundated Box 263-8 Folder 8
Greene, Lorenzo 1, undated Box 263-8 Folder 9
Greene, Lorenzo 2, undated Box 263-8 Folder 10
Hundated Box 263-8 Folder 11
Iundated Box 263-8 Folder 12
Jundated Box 263-8 Folder 13
Julian, Percy L., undated Box 263-8 Folder 14
Kundated Box 263-8 Folder 15
Lundated Box 263-8 Folder 16
Mundated Box 263-9 Folder 1
Nundated Box 263-9 Folder 2
Oundated Box 263-9 Folder 3
Pundated Box 263-9 Folder 4
Qundated Box 263-9 Folder 5
Rundated Box 263-9 Folder 6
Robinson, George, undated Box 263-9 Folder 7
Romero, Patricia, undated Box 263-9 Folder 8
Sundated Box 263-9 Folder 9
Spady, James, undated Box 263-9 Folder 10
Tundated Box 263-9 Folder 11
Vundated Box 263-9 Folder 12
Wundated Box 263-9 Folder 13
Yundated Box 263-9 Folder 14
Cards (1), undated Box 263-9 Folder 15
Cards (2), undated Box 263-9 Folder 16
Illegible, undated Box 263-9 Folder 17
Partial Name, undated box 263-10 Folder 1
Partial Drafts, undated box 263-10 Folder 2
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Series D: Chronological Correspondence, undated
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Title/Description Instances
Correspondence, 1913 - 1925 box 263-10 Folder 3
Correspondence, 1928 - 1931 box 263-10 Folder 4
Correspondence, 1932 box 263-10 Folder 5
Correspondence, 1932 box 263-10 Folder 6
Correspondence, 1933 box 263-10 Folder 7
Correspondence, 1934 box 263-10 Folder 8
Correspondence, 1935 box 263-10 Folder 9
Correspondence, Jan - Mar, 1936 box 263-10 Folder 10
Correspondence, Apr - Nov, 1936 box 263-10 Folder 11
Correspondence, Nov - Dec, 1936 box 263-10 Folder 12
Correspondence, 1937 - 1939 box 263-10 Folder 13
Correspondence, 1942 - 1962 box 263-11 Folder 1
Correspondence, 1963 - 1965 box 263-11 folder 2
Correspondence, 1966 - 1977 box 263-11 Folder 3
Correspondence, 1977 - 1978 box 263-11 Folder 4
Correspondence, 1978 - 1979 box 263-11 Folder 5
Correspondence, 1980 - 1982 box 263-11 Folder 6
Correspondence, 1983 - 1987 box 263-11 Folder 7
Correspondence, undated box 263-11 Folder 8
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Series E: Awards and Citations, undated box 263-11
Title/Description Instances
Certificate in Fraternal Memory - United Supreme Council,
undated
box 263-11 Folder 9
Certificate of Appreciation of Consecrated Service - African
Methodist Episcopal Church, undated
box 263-11 Folder 10
Certificate of Thanks - Young Men's Christian Association,
undated
box 263-11 Folder 11
Citation - Howard University Century Club, undated box 263-11 Folder 12
Citation - Morgan State College, undated box 263-11 Folder 13
NAREO Leadership Achievement Award, undated box 263-11 Folder 14
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Pastoral Appointments, undated box 263-11 Folder 15
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Series F: Financial Documents, undated box 263-11
Title/Description Instances
AARP Insurance Plan, undated box 263-11 Folder 16
Borger, Inc., 1977 - 1980 box 263-11 Folder 17
Checkbooks, undated box 263-12 Folder 1
Financial Documents, 1925 - 1931 box 263-12 Folder 2
Financial Documents, 1963 - 1970 box 263-12 Folder 3
Financial Documents, 1970 box 263-12 Folder 4
Financial Documents, 1975 - 1976 box 263-12 Folder 5
Financial Documents, 1977 box 263-12 Folder 6
Financial Documents, 1977 box 263-12 Folder 7
Financial Documents, 1978 box 263-12 Folder 8
Financial Documents, 1978 box 263-12 Folder 9
Financial Documents, 1979 box 263-12 Folder 10
Financial Documents, 1979 box 263-12 Folder 11
Financial Documents, 1980 - 1984 box 263-12 Folder 12
Financial Documents - 1201 Girard Ave. Washington D.C.,
undated
box 263-12 Folder 13
Great Lakes Mutual Insurance Company, undated box 263-12 Folder 14
Insurance, undated box 263-12 Folder 15
Insurance Policies, undated box 263-13 Folder 1
Insurance Statements, undated box 263-13 Folder 2
Medicare, undated box 263-13 Folder 3
Philadelphia Savings Fund, undated box 263-13 Folder 4
Receipts, undated box 263-13 Folder 5
Receipts - 731 Fairmount Street, Washington, D.C., 1926 box 263-13 Folder 6
Supreme Life Insurance Company, undated box 263-13 Folder 7
Social Security, 1964 box 263-13 Folder 8
TIAA Cref Retirement, undated box 263-13 Folder 9
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Taxes, 1968 box 263-13 Folder 10
Taxes, 1975 box 263-13 Folder 11
Taxes, 1977 box 263-13 Folder 12
Taxes, 1978 box 263-13 Folder 13
Taxes, 1978 box 263-13 Folder 14
Taxes, 1978 - 1979 box 263-13 Folder 15
Taxes, 1979 box 263-13 Folder 16
Taxes, 1979 box 263-14 Folder 1
Taxes, 1980 box 263-14 Folder 2
Taxes, 1980 box 263-14 Folder 3
Taxes, 1981 box 263-14 Folder 4
Taxes, 1982 box 263-14 Folder 5
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Series G: Notes, undated box 263-14
Title/Description Instances
Abolition (1), undated box 263-14 Folder 6
Abolition (2), undated box 263-14 Folder 7
Abolition Societies, undated box 263-14 Folder 8
Abyssinia (1), undated box 263-15 Folder 1
Abyssinia (2), undated box 263-15 Folder 2
Alexander, W.G., undated box 263-15 Folder 3
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley, undated box 263-15 Folder 4
Black Studies in the 80s, undated box 263-15 Folder 5
Blacks in Cities, undated box 263-15 Folder 6
Books Held by Howard University, undated box 263-15 Folder 7
Book Lists, undated box 263-15 Folder 8
Book Notes, undated box 263-15 Folder 9
Brown, Sterling, undated box 263-15 Folder 10
Bunche, Ralph, undated box 263-15 Folder 11
Challenges to History, undated box 263-15 Folder 12
Charles Wesley: Life and Works, undated box 263-15 Folder 13
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Colored Sailors Home, New York, undated box 263-15 Folder 14
Collapse of the Confederacy, undated box 263-15 Folder 15
Davis, John Warren, undated box 263-15 Folder 16
DuBois, W.E.B., undated box 263-15 Folder 17
Economic History of Europe - Class Notes (1), undated box 263-16 Folder 1
Economic History of Europe - Class Notes (2), undated box 263-16 Folder 2
General Notes (1), undated box 263-16 Folder 3
General Notes (2), undated box 263-16 Folder 4
General Notes (3), undated box 263-16 Folder 5
General Notes (4), undated box 263-16 Folder 6
General Notes (5), undated box 263-16 Folder 7
General Notes (6), undated box 263-16 Folder 8
General Notes (7), undated box 263-16 Folder 9
General Notes (8), undated box 263-16 Folder 10
Greene, Lorenzo, undated box 263-16 Folder 11
Hansberry, William Leo, undated box 263-16 Folder 12
Houston, Charles Hamilton, undated box 263-16 Folder 13
Interpretations of the British and American Anti-Slavery
Movements, undated
box 263-16 Folder 14
Imperialism, Democracy and Color, undated box 263-16 Folder 15
The Look Forward, undated box 263-16 Folder 16
Looking Backward and Forward, undated box 263-16 Folder 17
Mackey, Charles, undated box 263-17 Folder 1
Notes on Medicine, undated box 263-17 Folder 2
Negro History in Alpha Phi Alpha, undated box 263-17 Folder 3
Negro Labor - Book Reviews, undated box 263-17 Folder 4
Notes on Race and History, undated box 263-17 Folder 5
"Odds and Ends", undated box 263-17 Folder 6
Patterson, Frederick, undated box 263-17 Folder 7
Robinson, Jackie, undated box 263-17 Folder 8
Segregation, undated box 263-17 Folder 9
Tanner, Henry O., undated box 263-17 Folder 10
Various People and Their Academic Credentials, undated
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box 263-17 Folder 11
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series H: Clippings, undated box 263-17
Title/Description Instances
Clippings (1), undated box 263-17 Folder 12
Clippings (2), undated box 263-17 Folder 13
Clippings (3), undated box 263-17 Folder 14
Clippings (4), undated box 263-17 Folder 15
Clippings (5), undated box 263-17 Folder 16
Clippings, 1924 - 1938 box 263-17 Folder 17
Clippings, 1939 - 1941 box 263-17 Folder 18
Clippings, 1942 box 263-18 Folder 1
Clippings, 1942 - 1944 box 263-18 Folder 2
Clippings, 1945 box 263-18 Folder 3
Clippings, 1946 box 263-18 Folder 4
Clippings, 1946 box 263-18 Folder 5
Clippings, 1947 - 1967 box 263-18 Folder 6
Clippings, 1970 - 1989 box 263-18 Folder 7
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series I: Subject/Research Files, undated box 263-18
Title/Description Instances
Allen, Richard, undated box 263-18 Folder 8
Aptheker, Herbert, undated box 263-18 Folder 9
Blacks at Harvard, undated box 263-18 Folder 10
Blacks in Education, undated box 263-18 Folder 11
Blevins, Ana, undated box 263-18 Folder 12
Bowen, Anthony, undated box 263-18 Folder 13
Broadus, J. Welby, undated box 263-19 Folder 1
Brown, Hallie Quinn, undated box 263-19 Folder 2
Callis, Henry Arthur - Biographical Data, undated
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box 263-19 Folder 3
Callis, Henry Arthur - Clippings, undated box 263-19 Folder 4
Callis, Henry Arthur - Drafts, undated box 263-19 Folder 5
Callis, Henry Arthur - General Documents, undated box 263-19 Folder 6
Callis, Henry Arthur - Notes, undated box 263-19 Folder 7
Callis, Henry Arthur - Primary Documents, undated box 263-19 Folder 8
Callis, Henry Arthur - Programs, undated box 263-19 Folder 9
Callis, Henry Arthur - Student Paper, undated box 263-19 Folder 10
Callis, Henry Arthur - Testimonials, undated box 263-19 Folder 11
Cornwell, Jr., Edward Eugene, undated box 263-19 Folder 12
Campbell, George, undated box 263-19 Folder 13
Campbell, Robert, undated box 263-19 Folder 14
Cobb, William Montague, undated box 263-19 Folder 15
Craft, Thomas Jacob, undated box 263-19 Folder 16
Davis, John, undated box 263-19 Folder 17
Douglass, Frederick, undated box 263-19 Folder 18
Drew, Charles, undated box 263-19 Folder 19
Dummond, Dwight, undated box 263-19 Folder 20
Eddy, Joshua P.B., undated box 263-19 Folder 21
Eddy, Joshua P.B. (2), undated box 263-19 Folder 22
Education, undated box 263-19 Folder 23
Educational Challenges box 263-19 Folder 24
Forten, James, undated box 263-19 Folder 25
Forten, James (2), undated box 263-20 Folder 1
Forten, James - Indentures, undated box 263-20 Folder 2
Frances, Samuel, undated box 263-20 Folder 3
Goggins, Lathardus, undated box 263-20 Folder 4
Grant, Ulysses S., undated box 263-20 Folder 5
Hall, Primus, undated box 263-20 Folder 6
Hall, Prince, undated box 263-20 Folder 7
Hall, Prince (2), undated box 263-20 Folder 8
Hall, Prince (3), undated box 263-20 Folder 9
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Hall, Prince (4), undated box 263-20 Folder 10
Hall, Prince (5), undated box 263-21 Folder 1
Hall, Prince (6), undated box 263-21 Folder 2
Hall, Prince (7), undated box 263-21 Folder 3
Hall, Prince - Hanson, AW to CMS, undated box 263-21 Folder 4
Hall, Prince - Illustrations, undated box 263-21 Folder 5
Hall, Prince - Introduction, undated box 263-21 Folder 6
Hall, Prince - Permissions and Requests, undated box 263-21 Folder 7
Hall, Prince - "Sherman", undated box 263-21 Folder 8
Hayes, Roland, undated box 263-21 Folder 9
Holmes, Eugene, undated box 263-21 Folder 10
Johns, Harry G., undated box 263-21 Folder 11
Johnson, John H., undated box 263-21 Folder 12
Jones, Absalom - Deeds, undated box 263-21 Folder 13
Jordan, Fredrick Douglass, undated box 263-21 Folder 14
Laws, undated box 263-21 Folder 15
Lee, Albert, undated box 263-21 Folder 16
Lewis, Jr., John Gideon, undated box 263-21 Folder 17
Lewis, William, undated box 263-21 Folder 18
Malone, Douglass, undated box 263-21 Folder 19
A Milestone in Emancipation: The Thirteenth Amendment box 263-21 Folder 20
Philadelphia, Blacks in, 1749 - 1920 box 263-21 Folder 21
Philadelphia, Blacks in (2), 1749 - 1920 box 263-21 Folder 22
Picott, J. Rupert, undated box 263-21 Folder 23
Purvis, Robert, undated box 263-21A Folder 1
Purvis, Robert (2), undated box 263-21A Folder 2
Purvis, Robert - Death Certificate, undated box 263-21A Folder 3
Smith, Stephen, undated box 263-21A Folder 4
Still, William, undated box 263-21A Folder 5
Topics for Research, undated box 263-21A Folder 6
Weams, Issac, undated box 263-21A Folder 7
Weams, Issac (2), undated box 263-21A Folder 8
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White, Jacob, undated box 263-21A Folder 9
Williams, Robert "Bob", undated box 263-21A Folder 10
Wilson, Carl L., undated box 263-21A Folder 11
Women's History Sources Survey Questionnaire, undated Box 263-22 folder 1
Women's History Sources Survey Questionnaire (2), undated Box 263-22 Folder 2
Woodson, Carter G., undated Box 263-22 Folder 3
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series J: Speaking Engagements, (1930-1970)
Title/Description Instances
Speaking Engagements, 1937-1945 Box 263-22 Folder 4
Abraham Synagogue Center, 1963 Box 263-22 folder 5
Central State Alumni Association, 1959 Box 263-22 Folder 6
Commencements Box 263-22 folder 7
Florida A & M University Negro History Week Convocation,
1970
Box 263-22 folder 8
A Lecture in Honor of Senior Faculty Members , Department of
History, Howard University, 1970
Box 263-22 folder 9
Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Service, US Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1980
Box 263-22 folder 10
Meharry Medical College Commencement, 1962 Box 263-22 folder 11
Mt. Caramel Presbyterian Church - 18th Annual Stag Dinner,
1955
Box 263-22 folder 12
Organized Labors Divided Front, 1938 Box 263-22 folder 13
Pennsylvania Association of Teachers of Colored Children, 1941 Box 263-22 folder 14
Rotary Club of Akron, 1958 Box 263-22 folder 15
Walnut Hills Branch, YMCA - 3rd Annual Meeting, 1947 Box 263-22 folder 16
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series K: Speeches, no date Box 263-22
Title/Description Instances
Abyssinia Faces Modern Imperialism, no date Box 263-22 Folder 17
Addresses - Incomplete Box 263-22 Folder 18
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Addresses - Incomplete (2) Box 263-22 Folder 19
The Aim of Central State, no date Box 263-22 Folder 20
Alpha Phi Alpha - Speech - Creating a Dynamic Factor in Alpha
Phi Alpha [Speech]
Box 263-22 folder 21
Alpha Phi Alpha - Speech - A Resolute Breed of Men - Our
History Objectives
Box 263-22 Folder 22
The Basis for a Peoples War, no date Box 263-22 Folder 23
Black Studies, no date Box 263-22 Folder 24
Blacks in History and Civilization, no date Box 263-22 Folder 25
Carl T. Rowen Introduction [Speech] Box 263-22 Folder 26
Central State University Opening Convocation Address, no date Box 263-22 Folder 27
The Challenge of History, no date Box 263-22 Folder 28
The Challenge of History [Howard University Charter Day
Address], no date
box 263-22A Folder 1
The Concept of Negro Inferiority in American Thought, no date box 263-22A Folder 2
The Contribution of the Negro to Civilization, no date box 263-22A Folder 3
The Cornerstone of Character, no date box 263-22A Folder 4
Dynamic Age of Revolution, no date box 263-22A Folder 5
Dynamic Living in an Age of Change, no date box 263-22A Folder 6
Education and Achievement, no date box 263-22A Folder 7
Education and Leadership box 263-22A folder 8
Education for Freedom, no date box 263-22A Folder 9
Education for [illegible], no date box 263-22A Folder 10
Fifteen Minute History Address [Sigma Pi Phi], no date box 263-22A Folder 11
Fellowship, no date box 263-22A Folder 12
The Founding of Sigma Pi Phi, no date box 263-22A Folder 13
Freedom Through Truth, no date box 263-22A Folder 14
Glancing Backward and Looking Forward, no date box 263-22A Folder 15
The Grand Royal Nation, no date box 263-22A Folder 16
Hills to Climb [Baccalaureate Address; Central State, June 1965],
no date
box 263-22A Folder 17
Howard University Commencement Speech , 1983 box 263-22A folder 18
Implementing Democracy's Promise of Freedom, no date Box 263-23 Folder 1
The International Library of Negro Life and History, no date Box 263-23 Folder 2
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Looking Backward and Forward, no date Box 263-23 Folder 3
Loyalty and Freedom: The Heritage of Prince Hall Masonry, no
date
Box 263-23 Folder 4
Martin Luther King and the March Toward Equality
The Meaning of University, no date Box 263-23 Folder 6
The Methodist Tradition
Neglected Achievements, no date Box 263-23 Folder 8
Neglected History, no date Box 263-23 Folder 9
Negro History in the Development of Racial Understanding, no
date
Box 263-23 Folder 10
Negro History in School Curriculum, no date Box 263-23 Folder 11
The Negro Worker in the Labor Movement, no date Box 263-23 Folder 12
New York Committee of Vigilance, no date Box 263-23 Folder 13
Notes, no date Box 263-23 Folder 14
On Becoming a Mature Person, no date Box 263-23 Folder 15
Origin of Ideals, no date Box 263-23 Folder 16
Our Transcendent Aim, no date Box 263-23 Folder 17
[Partial Speeches], no date Box 263-23 Folder 18
The Passing of the Negro Tradition, no date Box 263-23 Folder 19
The Past a Glorious Experience; The Future A Magnificent
Opportunity
Box 263-23 Folder 20
Piney Woods School Founders Day Address, no date Box 263-23 Folder 21
The Pursuit of Things, no date Box 263-23 Folder 22
The Pursuit of Things (2), no date Box 263-23 Folder 23
A Resolute Breed of Men, no date Box 263-23 Folder 24
[Sigma Pi Phi], no date Box 263-23 Folder 25
[speech notes], no date Box 263-23 Folder 26
The State Consultations, no date Box 263-23 Folder 27
Statement of Purpose - Conference of the Most Worshipful Grand
Masters of Prince Hall Masons, no date
Box 263-23 Folder 28
The Teaching of History and Social Science, no date Box 263-23 Folder 29
The Ten Commandments, no date Box 263-23 Folder 30
Think Our Way There - Social Situations, no date Box 263-23 Folder 31
Third Strengths of Your Loyalty, no date Box 263-23 Folder 32
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Toussaint L'Overture, no date Box 263-23 Folder 33
The Transcendent Aims of Central State, no date Box 263-23 Folder 34
[Untitled Speech given at Baber Scotia College], no date Box 263-23 Folder 35
Welcome Central State University, no date Box 263-23 Folder 36
What Do We Do on a Twenty Fifth Anniversary, no date Box 263-23 Folder 37
Where Do We Go From Here [Central State University
Commencement Address]
Box 263-23 folder 38
The Years of Change - Citizenship and Economic Advancement,
no date
Box 263-23 Folder 39
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series L: Writings By, no date Box 263-23
Title/Description Instances
Achievement in Spite of Handicaps, no date Box 263-23 Folder 40
The Alpha Chronicle of 50 Years, no date Box 263-24 Folder 1
American Negro Historical Society, no date Box 263-24 Folder 2
Anacostia as I Saw It When Pastor of Campbell A.M.E. Church,
no date
Box 263-24 Folder 3
An Aspect of Bibliography and Research in Negro History, no
date
Box 263-24 Folder 4
The Attitude of the Southern White Press Toward Negro Suffrage,
no date
Box 263-24 Folder 5
10 Commandments, no date Box 263-24 Folder 6
The Basic Curriculum in the Arts and Sciences, no date Box 263-24 Folder 7
A Basic Motif in Alpha Phi Alpha: An Interpretation, no date Box 263-24 Folder 8
The Basics for a People's War, no date Box 263-24 Folder 9
Building a Campus Culture, no date Box 263-24 Folder 10
The Changing Status of Negro Education, no date Box 263-24 Folder 11
Black Church Move Forward (notes and writings), no date Box 263-24 Folder 12
Black Journalism in History, no date Box 263-24 Folder 13
Black Studies in the 80s, no date Box 263-24 Folder 14
Black Studies in the 80s, no date Box 263-24 Folder 15
Carter G. Woodson As A Scholar, no date Box 263-24 Folder 16
The Challenges of History, no date Box 263-24 Folder 17
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A Christmas Message to the Teachers of Negro Youth, no date Box 263-24 Folder 18
The Civil War Centennial, no date Box 263-24 Folder 19
The Collapse of the Confederacy, no date Box 263-24 Folder 20
Creating and Maintaining a Historical Tradition, no date Box 263-24 Folder 21
Creative Factors in Religion, no date Box 263-24 Folder 22
Dear Graduates of 1948 [of Wilberforce], no date Box 263-24 Folder 23
Democracy and the Scholar, no date Box 263-24 Folder 24
Do We Believe in Ourselves, no date Box 263-24 Folder 25
The Dynamic Factor in Education, no date Box 263-24 Folder 26
The Dynamic Life in an Age of Expansion, no date Box 263-24 Folder 27
Education and Democracy, no date Box 263-24 Folder 28
Education and Freedom, no date Box 263-24 Folder 29
Education for Citizenship in a Democracy, no date Box 263-24 Folder 30
The Encyclopedia of the Negro, no date Box 263-25 Folder 1
Essays on History, 1921 Box 263-25 Folder 2
Essays on History, 1921 Box 263-25 Folder 3
The Faculty and Co-Curricular Activities, no date Box 263-25 Folder 4
The First Negro Organization, no date Box 263-25 Folder 5
The Folk Song, no date Box 263-25 Folder 6
Forewords and Introductions, no date Box 263-25 Folder 7
Forward with the New Order, no date Box 263-25 Folder 8
Freedom Through Truth, no date Box 263-25 Folder 9
General Education for Negroes in Southern Universities, no date Box 263-25 Folder 10
Henry Arthur Callis: Life and Legacy, no date Box 263-25 Folder 11
Henry Arthur Callis Manuscript, no date Box 263-25 Folder 12
Henry Arthur Callis Manuscript (2), no date Box 263-25 Folder 13
Henry Arthur Callis Manuscript (3), no date Box 263-25 Folder 14
Henry O' Tanner, no date Box 263-25 Folder 15
A Historical Study of YMCA Services to Colored Youth, no date Box 263-26 Folder 1
History and Propaganda, no date Box 263-26 Folder 2
How James Weldon Johnson Dealt With Himself and One of His
Fellows, no date
Box 263-26 Folder 3
Implementing Democracy's Promise, no date
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Box 263-26 Folder 4
The Importance of the Study of History in the College
Curriculum, 1921
Box 263-26 Folder 5
Intermarriage in History, no date Box 263-26 Folder 6
The J.E. Moorland Foundation of the University Library, no date Box 263-26 Folder 7
John W. Davis, no date Box 263-26 Folder 8
Johnathan Davis, no date Box 263-26 Folder 9
Johnathan Davis and the Rise of Black Fraternal Organizations, no
date
Box 263-26 Folder 10
The Leaven of Self Examination, no date Box 263-26 Folder 11
Life Insurance Among Negroes, no date Box 263-26 Folder 12
The Look Forward, no date Box 263-26 Folder 13
Lorenzo Greene, no date Box 263-26 Folder 14
Manifests of Slave Shipments Along the Waterways, 1808 - 1864,
no date
Box 263-26 Folder 15
A Manual of Research and Thesis Writing, no date Box 263-26 Folder 16
A Manual of Research and Thesis Writing (2), no date Box 263-26 Folder 17
Manuscripts - Unpublished, no date Box 263-26 Folder 18
Martyrs to Intolerance, no date Box 263-26 Folder 19
The Meaning and History of Sigma Pi Phi, no date Box 263-26 Folder 20
Methodism and the Negro, no date Box 263-26 Folder 21
Methodism and the Negro (2), no date Box 263-26 Folder 22
Methods and Tradition, no date Box 263-26 Folder 23
[National Association of Colored Women's Clubs: A History], no
date
Box 263-27 Folder 1
National Negro Achievement Week, no date Box 263-27 Folder 2
The Need for Research in the Development of Black Studies
Programs, no date
Box 263-27 Folder 3
Neglected History and 15 Years of Our Association, no date Box 263-27 Folder 4
Neglected History: Essays in Negro American History by a
College Professor, no date
Box 263-27 Folder 5
The Negro and the Effect of the Depression, no date Box 263-27 Folder 6
The Negro Church As a Factor in American Religious Life, no
date
Box 263-27 Folder 7
The Negro Citizen in Our Wars for Freedom, no date Box 263-27 Folder 8
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Negro Citizenship in the United States, no date Box 263-27 Folder 9
The Negro Has Always Wanted the Four Freedoms, no date Box 263-27 Folder 10
Negro History in the School Curriculum, no date Box 263-27 Folder 11
The Negro In the Organization of Abolition, 1831-37, no date Box 263-27 Folder 12
The Negro in the United States and Canada, no date Box 263-27 Folder 13
The Negro in the West Indies, no date Box 263-27 Folder 14
[The Negro in United States History], no date Box 263-27 Folder 15
Negro Labor Thesis, no date Box 263-27 Folder 16
The Negro's Struggle for Freedom in Its Birthplace, no date Box 263-27 Folder 17
New Viewpoints in History, no date Box 263-28 Folder 1
Ohio Negroes in the Civil War, no date Box 263-28 Folder 2
The Organic Union of Negro Methodism, no date Box 263-28 Folder 3
The Organization of the African Methodist Episcopal Church, no
date
Box 263-28 Folder 4
Organized Integration, no date Box 263-28 Folder 5
Organized Labor, no date Box 263-28 Folder 6
Organized Labor and the Negro, no date Box 263-28 Folder 7
The Origins of Alpha Phi Alpha [article], no date Box 263-28 Folder 8
The Outlook for the Graduate and Professional Education of
Negroes, no date
Box 263-28 Folder 9
Partial Writings, no date Box 263-28 Folder 10
The Past-Glorious Experience; The Future - A Magnificent
Opportunity, no date
Box 263-28 Folder 11
The Problems of Sources in History Teaching, no date Box 263-28 Folder 12
Programs at Our Churches, no date Box 263-28 Folder 13
Preparation and Power, no date Box 263-28 Folder 14
Prince Hall, no date Box 263-28 Folder 15
The Pursuit of Things, no date Box 263-28 Folder 16
Racial Historical Societies and the American Heritage, no date Box 263-28 Folder 17
Ralph Johnson Bunche Dies, no date Box 263-28 Folder 18
Recollections of Carter G. Woodson, no date Box 263-28 Folder 19
The Reconsideration of an Image Through History, no date Box 263-28 Folder 20
The Reconstruction of History, no date Box 263-28 Folder 21
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Remember, no date Box 263-28 Folder 22
A Resolute Breed of Men, no date Box 263-28 Folder 23
Resurgence in Africa's Historical Tradition and the American
Revolution, no date
Box 263-29 Folder 1
Richard Allen: Apostle of Freedom, no date Box 263-29 Folder 2
Roles of Education in Interpretation, no date Box 263-29 Folder 3
Scripts for the Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum, no
date
Box 263-29 Folder 4
A Seat of Negro Learning [Howard University], no date Box 263-29 Folder 5
Selections from Manuscripts, no date Box 263-29 Folder 6
The Status of Negro Education, no date Box 263-29 Folder 7
The Storming of Fort Wagner, no date Box 263-29 Folder 8
The Story of Reconstruction, no date Box 263-29 Folder 9
The Struggle for the Recognition of Haiti and Liberia as
Independent Republics, no date
Box 263-29 Folder 10
A Teachers Manual for the Integrated Study of American History,
no date
Box 263-29 Folder 11
The Teachers Point of View in the Study and Teaching of History,
no date
Box 263-29 Folder 12
[Teaching], no date Box 263-29 Folder 13
Translators Introduction - Nos Hommes Et Notre Histoire, no date Box 263-29 Folder 14
The Treatment of the Negro in the Teaching of United States
History, no date
Box 263-29 Folder 15
What Harvard Meant to Me, no date Box 263-29 Folder 16
Why the American Negro is Fighting Germany and Her Allies, no
date
Box 263-29 Folder 17
[William Hotzclaw], no date Box 263-29 Folder 18
Work of Education Outlined to Grads, no date Box 263-29 Folder 19
Zulu Singers in London, no date Box 263-29 Folder 20
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Series M: Book Chapters Box 263-29
Title/Description Instances
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 1, undated Box 263-29 Folder 21
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 1, undated Box 263-29 Folder 22
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Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 2, undated Box 263-30 Folder 1
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 2, undated Box 263-30 Folder 2
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 3, undated Box 263-30 Folder 3
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 4, undated Box 263-30 Folder 4
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 5, undated Box 263-30 Folder 5
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 5, undated Box 263-30 Folder 6
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 6, undated Box 263-30 Folder 7
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 6, undated Box 263-30 Folder 8
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 7, undated Box 263-30 Folder 9
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 7, undated Box 263-30 Folder 10
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 8, undated Box 263-30 Folder 11
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 8, undated Box 263-30 Folder 12
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 9, undated Box 263-30 Folder 13
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 10, undated Box 263-31 Folder 1
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 11, undated Box 263-31 Folder 2
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 11, undated Box 263-31 Folder 3
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 13, undated Box 263-31 Folder 4
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 13, undated Box 263-31 Folder 5
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 14, undated Box 263-31 Folder 6
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 14, undated Box 263-31 Folder 7
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 15, undated Box 263-31 Folder 8
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 16, undated Box 263-31 Folder 9
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 16, undated Box 263-31 Folder 10
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 17, undated box 263-31A Folder 1
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 18, undated box 263-31A Folder 2
Autobiography of Charles H. Wesley - Chapter 19, undated box 263-31A Folder 3
Cultural and Military Developments, undated box 263-31A Folder 4
Education as War, undated box 263-31A Folder 5
Facing the Depression and the New Deal, undated box 263-31A Folder 6
Neglected History (1), undated Box 263-32 Folder 1
Neglected History (2), undated Box 263-32 Folder 2
Neglected History (3), undated Box 263-32 Folder 3
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Neglected History (4), undated Box 263-32 Folder 4
Neglected History (5), undated Box 263-32 Folder 5
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series N: Teaching Materials, undated Box 263-32
Title/Description Instances
Course of Study in Sociology, undated Box 263-32 Folder 6
Classroom Material [Howard University], undated Box 263-32 Folder 7
Democratic Representation in Modern England, undated Box 263-32 Folder 8
Great Issues [Central State], undated Box 263-32 Folder 9
Major Issues and Personalities [Central State], undated Box 263-32 Folder 10
A Student's Manual of European History, undated Box 263-32 Folder 11
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series O: Writings About, undated 263-32
Title/Description Instances
Black History Update, February 1987, undated Box 263-32 Folder 12
Dedication Program: Charles H. Wesley Hall of Arts and
Sciences, undated
Box 263-32 Folder 13
Charles Harris Wesley by John Hope Franklin, undated Box 263-32 Folder 14
Charles H. Wesley: A Study in Biography by George Syphax,
undated
Box 263-32 Folder 15
Charles H. Wesley and the Significance of Negro Labor in the
United States, 1850 - 1925 by Francille Rusan Wilson, undated
Box 263-32 Folder 16
Charles Harris Wesley Eulogy by Michael R. Winston, undated Box 263-32 Folder 17
Charles Harris: Life and Works by George Syphax, undated Box 263-32 Folder 18
Charles Harris Wesley: The History of Alpha Phi Alpha by
Thomas Pawley, undated
Box 263-32 Folder 19
Charles H. Wesley: Pioneer Social Historian by Armstead
Robinson, undated
Box 263-33 Folder 1
Condolences and Tributes, undated Box 263-33 Folder 2
In Memoriam- Dr. Wesley 33 degree - ILL. Grand Prior, undated Box 263-33 Folder 3
Obituaries, undated Box 263-33 Folder 4
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Obituary, undated Box 263-33 Folder 5
Profile - Charles H. Wesley, President, Central State College,
1947 - 1952, undated
Box 263-33 Folder 6
Resolutions Sent Upon Death, undated Box 263-33 Folder 7
Some Reflections of Charles Harris Wesley at Fisk University by
William Imes, undated
Box 263-33 Folder 8
Testimonial Banquet Honoring Charles H. Wesley at Central State
University, undated
Box 263-33 Folder 9
Tribute - Metropolitan AME Church, February 1988, 1988 Box 263-33 Folder 10
A Tribute to Dr. Wesley, undated Box 263-33 Folder 11
Tributes, undated Box 263-33 Folder 12
Tributes - James Spady, undated Box 263-33 Folder 13
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series P: Writings By Others, undated Box 263-33
Title/Description Instances
Boulware, Marcus. The Finished Public Speaker, undated Box 263-33 Folder 14
Broom, Edward. The True and Living Christ Box 263-33 folder 15
Brown, Aaron. A Selected Bibliography on Segregation Box 263-33 folder 16
Brown, Alester. Biography of Richard Allen Box 263-33 folder 17
Eller, E.B. House Committee on Education and Labor Hearings on
the Treatment of Minority Groups in Text and Library Books…
Box 263-33 folder 18
Gould, Samuel. Broader Horizons for Interpreting Education Box 263-33 folder 19
Davis, Carrington. A Brief History of Sigma Pi Phi Box 263-33 Folder 20
Dunayevskaya, Raya. Afro-Asian Resolutions Box 263-33 folder 21
Greene, Lorenzo. Class Poem to Howard Box 263-33 folder 22
Henderson, E.B. History of the Fairfax County Branch of the
NAACP
Box 263-33 folder 23
Holloman, Jr., John L.S. A New Horizon: President's Inaugural
Address, National Medical Association
Box 263-33 folder 24
Ireland, Charles S. The Health Woes of Blacks Box 263-33 folder 25
Keller, Charles. A Talk for the Right Hand Box 263-33 folder 26
Knowles, Malcolm S. The Future of Adult Education Box 263-33 folder 27
Lee, Carleton What Makes Religion Black? Box 263-33 folder 28
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Logan, Rayford. The Negro and the National Recovery Program Box 263-33 folder 29
Long, Howard H. The Position of the Negro in the American
Social Order: A Forecast
Box 263-33 folder 30
Matthews, Robert W. "…and the Voice of the Student Shall Be
Heard Through the Lead
Box 263-33 folder 31
Ousley, Frank L. Reviewed Box 263-33 folder 32
Read, Roland. Ahead: A New Challenge, A New Relationship Box 263-33 folder 33
Reissig, Herman F. What is Revolution? Box 263-33 folder 34
Roper, Elmo. The High Cost of Discrimination Box 263-33 folder 35
Shackleford, Jane Dabney. How the Africans Gained the Gift of
Song
Box 263-33 folder 36
Sherman, John M. Review of Charles H. Wesley's Prince Hall:
Life and Legacy
Box 263-33 folder 37
Smith, Alfred Edgar The Anglo-American Anti-Slavery
Interrelations
Box 263-33 folder 38
Sully. First You Cry…and Other Songs of Love Box 263-33 Folder 39
Thomas, Willa Jean. An Analysis of Cataloging and Classification
Techniques Used in Documenting The Historical Works of
Charles Harris Wesley
Box 263-33 folder 40
Thorpe, Earl E. Negro Histories in the United States box 263-34 folder 1
Trueblood, D. Elton The Idea of College box 263-34 folder 2
Upton, William H. Negro Masonry Being a Critical Examination box 263-34 folder 3
Westwood, Howard American Black Soldiers Mutiny and
Execution and the Aftermath
box 263-34 folder 4
Wilkins, Roger Dr. King Leaves Legacy to 2 Races box 263-34 Folder 5
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series Q: Printed Material
Title/Description Instances
32nd Annual Meeting and Luncheon for Ohio Authors and
Composers, 1961
box 263-34 folder 6
The Acid Test of Democracy box 263-34 Folder 7
Africa box 263-34 folder 8
After the Depression What? By the National Urban League box 263-34 folder 9
Alumni Fellow Yale Corporation box 263-34 folder 10
Amistad Research Center
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box 263-34 folder 11
Black America West Foundation Pamphlet box 263-34 folder 12
Carter G. Woodson Bibliography box 263-34 folder 13
The Christian College box 263-34 folder 14
CIO Pro Civil Rights Flyer box 263-34 folder 15
Civil Rights in Kentucky Since 1863 box 263-34 folder 16
Distinguished Negroes Abroad box 263-34 folder 17
Economic Facts and Labor Force Data, (1965) box 263-34 folder 20
The Economic Situation of Negroes in the United States box 263-34 folder 19
Federal Commission on African American History and Culture
Debate, (1968)
box 263-34 folder 20
Final Report of the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education "Three Thousand Futures"
box 263-34 folder 21
Freedom and Loyalty - Prerequisites of the Illustrious box 263-34 Folder 23
Freedom…The National Right of All Men box 263-34 folder 24
Georgia State College Commencement box 263-34 folder 25
Greens County Women's Hall of Fame Recognition Day, 1981 box 263-34 folder 26
Grand United Order of Moses: What It Is and What It Does box 263-34 folder 27
Harvard University Division of History, Government and
Economics: Examinations for the Degree of Ph.D., 1922-1923
box 263-34 folder 28
Harvard University Division of History, Government and
Economics: Examinations for the Degree of Ph.D. (2), 1922-1923
box 263-34 folder 29
The History of the Charles H. Wesley Motel box 263-34 folder 30
International Library of Afro-American Life and History Pamphlet box 263-34 Folder 31
NAACP Legal Defense Fund 40th Anniversary Campaign box 263-34 folder 32
NAACP Legal Defense Fund Report on Program, 1981 box 263-34 folder 33
National States Rights Party Flyer box 263-34 folder 34
National Teachers Corps box 263-34 folder 35
The Negro in the Nation's Capital box 263-34 folder 36
News Releases on National and Regional Landmark Studies box 263-34 folder 37
Notes on the History of Slavery in Massachusetts box 263-34 folder 38
North Jersey Philharmonic Glee Club box 263-34 folder 39
Passion Play - Oberammergau, 1930 box 263-34 folder 40
Pigskin Club of Washington, D.C. - 45th Annual Awards Dinner box 263-34 folder 41
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Poems by others, undated Box 263-35 Folder 1
Press Releases, undated Box 263-35 Folder 2
Proposal for the Establishment of an International African
American Museum, undated
Box 263-35 Folder 3
Race Relations Sunday Poster, undated Box 263-35 Folder 4
Report of the NAACP Special Mississippi Investigation
Committee, 1964
Box 263-35 Folder 5
Steps Taken to Improve Racial Practices in the YMCA, 1946-59,
undated
Box 263-35 Folder 6
St. Louis Public Schools Named for Negroes, 1968 Box 263-35 Folder 7
Today's Civil Rights Revolution, undated Box 263-35 Folder 8
Today's Leaders Look at Tomorrow's Learning, undated Box 263-35 Folder 9
Topical Outline of Content for African American Studies - The
School District of Philadelphia, undated
Box 263-35 Folder 10
The Treatment of Jews in History and Social Studies Textbooks in
Use in American High Schools, undated
Box 263-35 Folder 11
We Pals, undated Box 263-35 Folder 12
While Voices Rave: Christophe to Douglass, undated Box 263-35 Folder 13
Worchester Association of Mutual Aid in Detecting Thieves,
undated
Box 263-35 Folder 14
World Conference for Action Against Apartheid, undated Box 263-35 Folder 15
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series R: Publications Box 263-35
Title/Description Instances
The Anti-Defamation League Bulletin March 1964 - February
1965, 1965
Box 263-35 folder 16
Africa Today, December , 1959 Box 263-35 folder 17
Antioch Notes, Nov, 1937 Box 263-35 folder 18
Antioch Notes, Apr, 1963 Box 263-35 folder 19
B & W Limited, 1987 Box 263-35 Folder 20
Black History Museum: Unum Newsletter, Vol 9, No 1 - 4 , 2020 Box 263-35 folder 21
Bulletin of Hiram College, Sept , 1957 Box 263-35 folder 22
Changing Education, Fall, 1966 Box 263-35 folder 23
The Church Messenger , 2020 Box 263-35 folder 24
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The Church Review [fragile], 1887 Box 263-35 folder 25
Citizens and their Schools, April, 1952 Box 263-35 folder 26
Congress and Equality, Summer, 1950 Box 263-35 folder 27
The Crisis, June , 1983 Box 263-35 folder 28
Guildhall School of Music, Spring Term , 1931 Box 263-35 folder 29
Harper's Weekly, April , 1861 Box 263-35 folder 30
Harvard Medical School Newsletter, June, 1981 Box 263-35 folder 32
Humanities in the South, Fall , 1972 Box 263-35 folder 33
The Intercollegian, Oct, 1960 Box 263-35 folder 34
Journal of Religious Education, Mar , 1938 Box 263-35 folder 35
Kappa Alpha Psi Journal, 1938 Box 263-35 folder 36
Lincoln Lore, 1978 Box 263-35 folder 37
NAACP Legal Defense Fund Annual Report, 1972-1973 Box 263-35 folder 38
NAACP Legal Defense Fund Justice Report, Aug , 1973 Box 263-35 folder 39
National Scene, Mar , 1981 Box 263-35 folder 40
National Scene, Aug , 1981 Box 263-35 folder 41
Organization of American Historians Newsletter, 1978-1980 Box 263-35 folder 42
The Plymouth Prompter, Feb , 1972 Box 263-35 folder 43
Power of the Word Nommo, Jan-Feb, 1982 Box 263-35 folder 44
Pubco Corporation Annual Report, 1983 Box 263-35 folder 45
School and Society, 1946 Box 263-35 folder 46
Sepia, 1976 Box 263-35 folder 47
Society for Study of the Negro in Dentistry, Inc Newsletter, Vol 1
No 1 - 2 , 2020
Box 263-35 folder 48
The Southern Patriot, 1965 Box 263-35 folder 49
The Speaker's Library Magazine, 1937 Box 263-35 folder 50
Stone's Journal, 1980 Box 263-35 folder 51
The Sunote, 1980 box 263-36 folder 1
United Baptist Church Gleaner, 1980 box 263-36 folder 2
Washington History, Vol 2 No 2, 2020 box 263-36 folder 3
Who's Who and Why, 1944 box 263-36 folder 4
Yale University Annual Report of the President, 1981-1982 box 263-36 folder 5
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^ Return to Table of Contents
Series S: Organizations
Sub-Series: African Methodist Episcopal Church
Title/Description Instances
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Annual Conference, 1987 box 263-36 folder 6
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Annual Conference, 1942 box 263-36 folder 7
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Baltimore Annual
Conference Quarterly Schedule, 1937
box 263-36 folder 8
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Bethel AME Church
Baltimore, MD Men's Day, Mar. 8, 1942
box 263-36 folder 9
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Campbell AME Church
Farewell Sermon, Apr. , 1928
box 263-36 Folder 10
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Campbell AME Church -
66th Anniversary Program, 1933
box 263-36 folder 11
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Church of the Good
Shephard Winter Course Listing, 1936
box 263-36 folder 12
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Church Ministerial
Council
box 263-36 folder 13
African Methodist Episcopal Church - DC Law on Performing
Marriages, 1902
box 263-36 folder 14
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Ebenezer AME Church
Calendar, 1922
box 263-36 folder 15
African Methodist Episcopal Church - History: African
Methodist Episcopal Church
box 263-36 folder 16
African Methodist Episcopal Church - Joint Recital Mr. Carl
Diton at the Metropolitan AME Church, 1916
box 263-36 folder 17
Afro-American Bicentennial Corporation box 263-36 folder 18
Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum , 1979 box 263-36 folder 20
Sub-series: Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Title/Description Instances
Alpha Phi Alpha - Address of the General President , 1935 box 263-36 folder 21
Alpha Phi Alpha - Africa, Jamaica and the Basics box 263-36 Folder 22
Alpha Phi Alpha - Africa, Jamaica and the Basics (2) box 263-36 folder 23
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha East News , 1984-1985 box 263-36 folder 24
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Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha Chi Lambda Founders Day , 1936 box 263-36 folder 25
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha's New Horizon , 1984 box 263-36 Folder 26
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha Newsletter , 1967-1987 box 263-36 folder 27
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha Newsletter - Iota Upsilon Lambda,
1981-1987
box 263-37 Folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha Newsletter - Omicron Alpha Lambda,
1975
box 263-37 folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Alpha Phi Alpha Commemorative
Founders Print
box 263-37 Folder 3
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha Phi Chapter - Smoker Invitation , 1941 box 263-37 folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha Phi Chapter - United Negro College
Fund Million Dollar Fund Drive, 1980
box 263-37 Folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha Sigma Lambda - Third Scholastic
Awards Luncheon, 1966
box 263-37 folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha South Report, 1982-1983 box 263-37 folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - Annual Report of the General President ,
1942
box 263-37 folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - Annual Report of the Officers and
Committees, 1974
box 263-37 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - Annual Report - Iota Delta Lambda , 1980 box 263-37 Folder 10
Alpha Phi Alpha - Annual Report - Iota Upsilon Lambda , 1978 box 263-37 folder 11
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha Phi Alpha Bites, 1984-1985 box 263-37 Folder 12
Alpha Phi Alpha - Beta Theta Chapter Program , 1937 box 263-37 Folder 13
Alpha Phi Alpha - Board of Directors Minutes , 1973-1984 box 263-37 folder 14
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Bottom Line Vol 2 No 2, 1985 box 263-37 Folder 15
Alpha Phi Alpha - Broaddus, Stenson, 1977 box 263-37 Folder 16
Alpha Phi Alpha - Business Encouragement Commission , 1976 box 263-37 folder 17
Alpha Phi Alpha - Chapter Bulletin , 1983-1984 box 263-37 folder 18
Alpha Phi Alpha - Chapter Bulletin , 1985 box 263-37 folder 19
Alpha Phi Alpha - Chapter Directory , 1975 box 263-37 Folder 20
Alpha Phi Alpha - Charles H. Wesley Research Fund box 263-37 folder 21
Alpha Phi Alpha - Charles H. Wesley 50 Year Alpha Phi Alpha
Certificate
box 263-37 Folder 22
Alpha Phi Alpha - Chi Chapter box 263-37 Folder 23
Alpha Phi Alpha - Clay, Gil - Alpha Membership Card ,
1923-1924
box 263-37 Folder 24
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Alpha Phi Alpha - Clippings box 263-37 Folder 25
Alpha Phi Alpha - Clippings - 26th General Convention , 1937 box 263-37 folder 26
Alpha Phi Alpha - Clippings - Three Past Presidents of Alpha
Phi Alpha Meet
box 263-37 folder 27
Alpha Phi Alpha - Committee of National Headquarters,
1910-1929
box 263-37 folder 28
Alpha Phi Alpha - Constitution and Bylaws of the Alpha Phi
Alpha Education Foundation, Inc., 1930-1932
box 263-37 folder 29
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1910-1929 box 263-37 Folder 30
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1930-1932 box 263-37 folder 31
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1933 box 263-38 Folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1934-1939 box 263-38 Folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1940-1950 box 263-38 Folder 3
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1950-1959 box 263-38 folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1960-1979 box 263-38 Folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1980-1981 box 263-38 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1982-1983 box 263-39 Folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1984 box 263-39 Folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence , 1985-1987 box 263-39 folder 3
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Allen, Farrow R. ,
1939-1942
box 263-39 Folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Balfour, L. G. Co. ,
1939-1940
box 263-39 folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Brown, Bernie D. ,
1948-1949
box 263-39 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Callis, Henry Arthur`,
(1913-1952)
box 263-39 folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Cannon, Raymond,
1914-1978
box 263-39 Folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Cards box 263-39 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Dickson, Henry ,
1913-1914
box 263-40 folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Evans, Joseph B. ,
1937-1938
box 263-40 Folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Evans, Joseph B. (2) ,
1939-1949
box 263-40 Folder 3
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Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Garvin, Charles H. ,
1910-1928
box 263-40 Folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Hyger, James E. ,
1952-1961
box 263-40 Folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Jones, Eugene Kinckle ,
1930-1940
box 263-40 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Kelly, George Biddle,
1912-1949
box 263-40 Folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Lawson, Belford V. ,
1936-1947-04
box 263-40 Folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Lawson, Belford V. (2) ,
1947-05-1949
box 263-40 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Lawson, Belford V. (3) ,
1950-1960
box 263-40 Folder 10
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Logan, Rayford W. ,
1933-1938
box 263-40 Folder 11
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Logan, Rayford W. (2) ,
1939-02-1950
box 263-40 Folder 12
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Long, Howard , 1913-1916 box 263-41 Folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Long, Howard (2) ,
1938-1947
box 263-41 Folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Murray, Nathaniel Allison,
1927-1936
box 263-41 Folder 3
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Ross, Roscoe, 1911-1916 box 263-41 Folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Simpson, Abram ,
1915-1916
box 263-41 Folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Thank Yous - 1929 Edition
of Alpha Phi Alpha History Book , 1930
box 263-41 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Partial Letters box 263-41 Folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - Correspondence - Undated Letters box 263-41 Folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - Diamond Jubilee Celebration , 1982 box 263-41 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - Director of Education Job Announcement box 263-41 Folder 10
Alpha Phi Alpha - Director of Historical Commission Report ,
1929
box 263-41 Folder 11
Alpha Phi Alpha - Directory , 1916 box 263-41 Folder 12
Alpha Phi Alpha - Directory , 1975-1976 box 263-41 Folder 13
Alpha Phi Alpha - Directory , 1986 box 263-41 Folder 14
Alpha Phi Alpha - Directory of Chapters , 1986 box 263-41 Folder 15
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Alpha Phi Alpha - Directory - Leadership , 1985 box 263-41 Folder 16
Alpha Phi Alpha - Eastern Region Communique , 1982 box 263-41 Folder 17
Alpha Phi Alpha - Eastern Regional Convention, 1985 box 263-41 Folder 18
Alpha Phi Alpha - Eastern Region Newsletter, 1983 box 263-41 Folder 19
Alpha Phi Alpha - Eastern Region Staff Conference, 1983 box 263-41 Folder 20
Alpha Phi Alpha - Epsilon Chapter History box 263-41 Folder 21
Alpha Phi Alpha - Eta Chapter box 263-41 Folder 22
Alpha Phi Alpha - Financial , 1933-1987 box 263-41 Folder 23
Alpha Phi Alpha - Foundation Publishers box 263-42 Folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - Founders Day, 1980 box 263-42 Folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - Founders of Alpha Phi Alpha Death Dates box 263-42 Folder 3
Alpha Phi Alpha - Gaines V . University of Missouri, 1939 box 263-42 Folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Gamma Lambda Event Honoring Charles H.
Wesley, 1964
box 263-42 Folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention - Beta Chapter Report,
1911
box 263-42 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1916 box 263-42 Folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1933 box 263-42 Folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1935 box 263-42 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1941 box 263-42 Folder 10
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1950 box 263-42 Folder 11
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1952 box 263-42 Folder 12
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1954 box 263-42 Folder 13
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1955 box 263-42 Folder 14
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1956 box 263-42 Folder 15
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1958 box 263-42 Folder 16
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1962 box 263-42 Folder 17
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1963 box 263-42 Folder 18
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1964 box 263-42 Folder 19
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1966 box 263-42 Folder 20
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1969 box 263-42 Folder 21
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1970 box 263-42 Folder 22
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1974 box 263-42 Folder 23
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Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1977 box 263-42 Folder 24
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1978 box 263-42 Folder 25
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1979 box 263-42 Folder 26
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1980 box 263-42 Folder 27
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1981 box 263-42 Folder 28
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1983 box 263-43 Folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention (2), 1983 box 263-43 Folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1985 box 263-43 Folder 3
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention , 1986 box 263-43 Folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Go To High School - Go To College
Program , 1926
box 263-43 Folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - Go To High School - Go To College Program
(2) , 1938
box 263-43 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Green, Charles box 263-43 folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Historian (Description) box 263-43 Folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - Historian Report , 1974 box 263-43 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - Historian Report , 1977 box 263-43 Folder 10
Alpha Phi Alpha - Historian Report , 1978 box 263-43 Folder 11
Alpha Phi Alpha - Historian Report , 1980 box 263-43 Folder 12
Alpha Phi Alpha - Historian Report , 1981 box 263-43 Folder 13
Alpha Phi Alpha - Historian Report box 263-43 Folder 14
Alpha Phi Alpha - The History of Alpha Phi Alpha - Drafts box 263-43 Folder 15
Alpha Phi Alpha - The History of Alpha Phi Alpha - Notes box 263-43 Folder 16
Alpha Phi Alpha - The History of Alpha Phi Alpha - Notes (2) box 263-43 Folder 17
Alpha Phi Alpha - Holmes, Dwight O. W. box 263-43 Folder 18
Alpha Phi Alpha - How to Manage for Success in Alpha Phi
Alpha a Prototype
box 263-44 Folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - Inauguration of Ozell Sutton as the Twenty
Sixth General President , 1985
box 263-44 Folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - Invitations box 263-44 Folder 3
Alpha Phi Alpha - Invitations - Alpha Phi Alpha 50th
Anniversary Concert , 1956
box 263-44 Folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Invitations - Beta Phi Lambda "Victory Ball",
1943
box 263-44 Folder 5
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Alpha Phi Alpha - Invitations - Spring Dance - Alpha Rho, Eta
Lambda, Alpha Phi , 1935
box 263-44 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Invitations - Spring Dance - Eta Lambda
Chapter , 1938
box 263-44 Folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - Invitations - Tulsa Inter-Greek Council Ball
Honoring Alpha Phi Alpha , 1947
box 263-44 Folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - Initiation Banquet , 1907 box 263-44 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - Iota Upsilon Lambda , 1970-1985 box 263-44 Folder 10
Alpha Phi Alpha - Iota Upsilon Lambda Newsletter, 1979 box 263-44 folder 11
Alpha Phi Alpha - Iota Upsilon Lambda Newsletter (2), 1985 box 263-44 Folder 12
Alpha Phi Alpha - Kappa Chapter History box 263-44 Folder 13
Alpha Phi Alpha - Kelly, George Biddle - Obituary box 263-44 Folder 14
Alpha Phi Alpha - Kelly, George Biddle - Memorium box 263-44 Folder 15
Alpha Phi Alpha - Leggett, Ike , 1986 box 263-44 Folder 16
Alpha Phi Alpha - Life Memberships , 1960 box 263-44 Folder 17
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Light - New Jersey Association of Alpha
Chapters Newsletter, 1984
box 263-44 Folder 18
Alpha Phi Alpha - List of Historical Questions for Jewels box 263-44 Folder 19
Alpha Phi Alpha - Little Sphinx , Vol. 1, No. 1 , 1954 box 263-44 Folder 20
Alpha Phi Alpha - Logan, Rayford "Alpha Phi Alpha and the
Post War World, 1947
box 263-44 Folder 21
Alpha Phi Alpha -Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial - Proposal ,
1986
box 263-44 Folder 22
Alpha Phi Alpha -Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial - Working
Committee, 1986
box 263-44 Folder 23
Alpha Phi Alpha - Memorial for Charles H. Wesley , 1987 box 263-44 Folder 24
Alpha Phi Alpha - Midwestern Regional Convention , 1958 box 263-44 Folder 25
Alpha Phi Alpha - Midwestern Regional Convention , 1962 box 263-44 Folder 26
Alpha Phi Alpha - Midwestern Regional Convention , 1980 box 263-44 Folder 27
Alpha Phi Alpha - Midwestern Regional Newsletter, 1984 box 263-44 Folder 28
Alpha Phi Alpha - Miles, Moses General - "An Alpha Man in
Action"
box 263-44 folder 29
Alpha Phi Alpha - Minutes of the Meeting of the Committee on
Awards , 1939
box 263-44 Folder 30
Alpha Phi Alpha - Mock Up of Alpha Leadership , 1948 box 263-44 Folder 31
Alpha Phi Alpha - Mu Chapter - Financial Directory , 1916 box 263-44 Folder 32
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Alpha Phi Alpha - Mu Lambda - Afro-American History Week
Programs, 1979-1980
box 263-44 Folder 33
Alpha Phi Alpha - Mu Lambda - Salutes Negro Judges of the
Federal Judiciary and United States Military Court of Appeals,
1972
box 263-44 Folder 34
Alpha Phi Alpha - Murray, Nathaniel Allison "The Early
History and Ideals of the Founders of the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc.
box 263-44 Folder 35
Alpha Phi Alpha - National Leadership Conference and
Installation of the Twenty-Fifth General President , 1979
box 263-44 folder 36
Alpha Phi Alpha - New Jersey Association of Alpha Phi Alpha
Chapters Annual Meeting , 1985
box 263-44 Folder 37
Alpha Phi Alpha - News at Six (District VI - Eastern Region
Newsletter) , 1980
box 263-44 Folder 38
Alpha Phi Alpha - Notes folder 263-45 Folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - Notes on the Founding of Alpha Phi Alpha folder 263-45 Folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - Note Cards folder 263-45 Folder 3
Alpha Phi Alpha - Note Cards (2) folder 263-45 Folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Pan-Pacific Convention , 1936 folder 263-45 Folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - "The Passing of One of Our Founders" folder 263-45 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Photo Clippings folder 263-45 Folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - Press Releases folder 263-45 Folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - Printing of the History of Alpha Phi Alpha folder 263-45 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - Public Policy Statement , 1979 folder 263-45 Folder 10
Alpha Phi Alpha - Questionnaire for Chapter History folder 263-45 Folder 11
Alpha Phi Alpha - Remarks of Henry Arthur Callis to the
Executive Committee of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity , 1956
folder 263-45 Folder 12
Alpha Phi Alpha - Remarks of James E. Cheek in Tribute to
Charles Harris Wesley at the Diamond Jubilee Celebration of
Beta Chapter , 1982
folder 263-45 Folder 13
Alpha Phi Alpha - Risk Management Handbook, 1986 folder 263-45 Folder 14
Alpha Phi Alpha - Sims, Harold R. "Rediscovering an
Undiscovered America" - Alpha Phi Alpha's Challenge for the
1970s
folder 263-45 Folder 15
Alpha Phi Alpha - Speaking Engagements , 1939 folder 263-45 Folder 16
Alpha Phi Alpha - Special Report Concerning Founder State of
Eugene Kinckle Jones , 1952
folder 263-45 Folder 17
Alpha Phi Alpha - Speech - Creating a Dynamic Factor in Alpha
Phi Alpha
folder 263-45 folder 18
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Alpha Phi Alpha - Speech - On the Friday Evening Before folder 263-45 Folder 19
Alpha Phi Alpha - Speech - A Resolute Breed of Men - Our
History Objectives
folder 263-45 folder 20
Alpha Phi Alpha - Speech - The Transcendant Aims of Alpha
Phi Alpha
folder 263-45 Folder 21
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Sphinx Vol. 13 No. 1. , 1927 folder 263-45 Folder 22
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Sphinx Vol 40 No. 1 , 1954 folder 263-45 Folder 23
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Sphinx Vol 42 No. 3, 1956 folder 263-45 Folder 24
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Sphinx Vol. 64 No. 2, 1978 folder 263-45 Folder 25
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Sphinx Vol 65 No. 4, 1979 folder 263-45 Folder 26
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Sphinx Vol 68 No 1; No 4, 1982 folder 263-45 Folder 27
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Sphinx Vol 70 No 2; No. 3, 1984 folder 263-45 Folder 28
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Sphinx Vol 72 No 2; No 4 , 1986 folder 263-45 Folder 29
Alpha Phi Alpha - Sphinx Flyer - Alpha History folder 263-45 Folder 30
Alpha Phi Alpha - The Sphinx - Zeta Zeta Lambda Chapter
Newsletter, 1982
folder 263-46 Folder 1
Alpha Phi Alpha - Tandy, Vertner Woodson folder 263-46 Folder 2
Alpha Phi Alpha - Testimonial Dinner in Honor of Brother
Myles Paige, 1936
folder 263-46 Folder 3
Alpha Phi Alpha - Theta Rho Lambda 20th Founders Day , 1984 folder 263-46 Folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - Theta Rho Lambda Newsletter, 1979-1984 folder 263-46 Folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - Theta Rho Lambda Newsletter (2),
1985-1986
folder 263-46 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Thumbnail Sketches of Members of Beta
Lambda Chapter , 1950
folder 263-46 Folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - " To The Sphinx" folder 263-46 Folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - Treasurer's Financial Summary , 1935-1937 folder 263-46 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - "Tri-Convention Signal" folder 263-46 Folder 10
Alpha Phi Alpha - University of Pittsburgh Rushing Rules for
Men's Fraternities , 1933
folder 263-46 Folder 11
Alpha Phi Alpha - Upsilon Lambda Annual Report, 1926 folder 263-46 Folder 12
Alpha Phi Alpha - Watson, Jr., Thomas folder 263-46 Folder 13
Alpha Phi Alpha - Western Region Newsletter, 1979 folder 263-46 Folder 14
Alpha Phi Alpha - Western Region Newsletter (2), 1984 folder 263-46 Folder 15
Alpha Phi Alpha - "We Salute the Past and Face the Future" by
Charles H. Wesley
folder 263-46 Folder 16
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Alpha Phi Alpha - Winter Meeting , 1986 folder 263-46 Folder 17
Alpha Phi Alpha - Who's Who , 1983 folder 263-46 Folder 18
Alpha Phi Alpha - Xi Tau Lambda Newsletter, 1984 folder 263-46 Folder 19
Alpha Phi Alpha - Xi Tau Lambda Newsletter (2), 1985 folder 263-46 Folder 20
Alpha Phi Alpha - Youth Leadership Development Program folder 263-46 Folder 21
American Antiquarian Society 165th Annual Meeting folder 263-46 Folder 22
American Historical Association folder 263-46 folder 23
Sub-Series: The Association for the Study of Negro/African American Life and
History (ASALH)
Title/Description Instances
ASALH - Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. History Book , 1970 folder 263-46 Folder 24
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1933-1943 folder 263-46 Folder 25
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1953 folder 263-46 folder 26
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1966 folder 263-46 Folder 27
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1968 box 263-47 Folder 1
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1971 box 263-47 Folder 2
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1972 box 263-43 Folder 3
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1983 box 263-43 Folder 4
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1984 box 263-43 Folder 5
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1985 box 263-43 Folder 6
ASALH - Annual Convention, 1987 box 263-43 Folder 7
ASALH - Associated Publishers - Author's Agreement box 263-43 Folder 8
ASALH - Associated Publishers - Book Lists box 263-43 Folder 9
ASALH - Associated Publishers - Book Pamphlet box 263-43 Folder 10
ASALH - Biographies box 263-43 Folder 11
ASALH - Black History Month, 1972 box 263-43 Folder 12
ASALH - Black History Month, 1980 box 263-43 Folder 13
ASALH - Black History Month, 1982 box 263-43 Folder 14
ASALH - Black History Month, 1984 box 263-43 Folder 15
ASALH - Black History Month, 1985 box 263-43 Folder 16
ASALH - Black History Month, 1988 box 263-43 Folder 17
ASALH - Black History Month Quiz box 263-43 Folder 18
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ASALH - Black History Month Posters box 263-43 Folder 19
ASALH - Black History Month - Washington, D.C. Chapters
Celebration, 1987
box 263-43 Folder 20
ASALH - Brochure box 263-43 Folder 21
ASALH - Bylaws box 263-43 folder 22
ASALH - Bylaws and Constitution (Draft) box 263-43 Folder 23
ASALH - Bylaws - Friends of ASALH box 263-43 Folder 24
ASALH - Certificate of Appointment - Executive Committee,
1983
box 263-43 Folder 25
ASALH - Charles Wesley Branch box 263-48 Folder 1
ASALH - Clippings box 263-48 Folder 2
ASALH - Correspondence, 1934-1948 box 263-48 Folder 3
ASALH - Correspondence, 1950-1959 box 263-48 Folder 4
ASALH - Correspondence, 1960-1964 box 263-48 Folder 5
ASALH - Correspondence, 1965 box 263-48 Folder 6
ASALH - Correspondence, 1966 box 263-48 Folder 7
ASALH - Correspondence, 1967 box 263-48 folder 8
ASALH - Correspondence, 1970-1979 box 263-48 Folder 9
ASALH - Correspondence, 1980-1981 box 263-48 Folder 10
ASALH - Correspondence, 1983-1985 box 263-48 Folder 11
ASALH - Correspondence, 1986 box 263-48 Folder 12
ASALH - Correspondence, 1987 box 263-49 Folder 1
ASALH - Correspondence - Francis L. Young box 263-49 Folder 2
ASALH - Dedication of the Carter G. Woodson Memorial
Building, 1971
box 263-49 Folder 3
ASALH - Delta Sigma Theta ASALH Grant box 263-49 Folder 4
ASALH - Diggs, Irene Chronology of Notable Events and Dates
in History of the African and His Descendants
box 263-49 Folder 5
ASALH - Executive Council, 1966 box 263-49 Folder 6
ASALH - Executive Council, 1971 box 263-49 Folder 7
ASALH - Executive Council, 1977 box 263-49 Folder 8
ASALH - Executive Council, 1978 box 263-49 folder 9
ASALH - Executive Council, 1979 box 263-49 Folder 10
ASALH - Executive Council, 1980 box 263-49 Folder 11
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ASALH - Executive Council, 1981 box 263-49 Folder 12
ASALH - Executive Council, 1983 box 263-49 Folder 13
ASALH - Executive Council, 1984 box 263-49 Folder 14
ASALH - Executive Council, 1985 box 263-49 Folder 15
ASALH - Executive Council, 1986 box 263-49 Folder 16
ASALH - Executive Council, 1987 box 263-49 Folder 17
ASALH - General Lease; 14th Street, Washington, D.C.,
Headquarters, 1986
box 263-49 Folder 18
ASALH - Heritage Newsletter, Vol. 1 No. 1,, 1987-04 box 263-49 Folder 19
ASALH - Heroes Project Plan box 263-49 Folder 20
ASALH - History (Draft) box 263-49 Folder 21
ASALH - Important Events in Black History box 263-49 Folder 22
ASALH - Journal of Negro Education box 263-49 Folder 23
ASALH - Journal of Negro History, 1978-07 box 263-49 Folder 24
ASALH - Letters of Appeal box 263-49 Folder 25
ASALH - Living History Pageant Proposal Box 263-50 Folder 1
ASALH - Membership Drive Box 263-50 Folder 2
ASALH - Neglected History Box 263-50 Folder 3
ASALH - Negro History Bulletin, 1963-02 Box 263-50 Folder 4
ASALH - Negro History Bulletin, 1981 Box 263-50 Folder 5
ASALH - Negro History Bulletin Drafts Box 263-50 Folder 6
ASALH - New York Branch Black History Month Breakfast,
1963-02
Box 263-50 Folder 7
ASALH - Occasional Newsletter Box 263-50 folder 8
ASALH - Official Ballot, 1984 Box 263-50 Folder 9
ASALH - Open House, 1981 Box 263-50 Folder 10
ASALH - Philadelphia Branch 50th Anniversary Awards
Luncheon, 1966
Box 263-50 Folder 11
ASALH - Report of the Director, 1943 Box 263-50 Folder 12
ASALH - Report of the Director, 1947 Box 263-50 Folder 13
ASALH - Report of the Director, 1969 Box 263-50 Folder 14
ASALH - Self Addressed Post Cards Box 263-50 folder 15
ASALH - Statement on a Commission on Negro History and
Culture, 1969
Box 263-50 Folder 16
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ASALH - Stationary Box 263-50 Folder 17
ASALH - Walker, G.T. Sweet Potato Pie Box 263-50 Folder 18
ASALH - Wilson, Francille Rusan Box 263-50 Folder 19
ASALH - Woodson Birthday Celebration, 1984 Box 263-50 Folder 20
Black Academy of Arts and Letters Box 263-50 Folder 21
Sub-Series: Central State College/University
Title/Description Instances
Central State University - Alumni Association 25th Anniversary
Celebration
Box 263-50 Folder 22
Central State University - Alumni Journal, 1959-06 Box 263-50 Folder 23
Central State University - Alumni Journal, 1986-06 Box 263-50 Folder 24
Central State University - Annual Banquet of the President,
1961-05
Box 263-50 Folder 25
Central State University - Annual Giving Card, 1971 Box 263-50 Folder 26
Central State University - Annual Report, 1964 Box 263-50 Folder 27
Central State University - Annual Spring Concert, 1952 Box 263-50 Folder 28
Central State University - Art at Central State Box 263-50 Folder 29
Central State University - Art Exhibition Calendar, 1965 Box 263-50 Folder 30
Central State University - Books for Central State Box 263-50 Folder 31
Central State University - Brochure Box 263-50 folder 32
Central State University - Building Dedication Program, 1962 Box 263-50 Folder 33
Central State University - Bulletin of Research and Professional
Activities, 1965
Box 263-50 Folder 34
Central State University - Central State College Bulletin, 1963 Box 263-50 Folder 35
Central State University - Chapel Service, 1960-10-09 Box 263-50 Folder 36
Central State University - Charter Day Banquet , 1960 Box 263-50 Folder 37
Central State University - Clippings (General) Box 263-50 Folder 38
Central State University - Clippings (Wilberforce Split) Box 263-50 Folder 39
Central State University - Commencement, 1951 Box 263-50 Folder 40
Central State University - Commencement, 1956 Box 263-50 Folder 41
Central State University - Commencement, 1957 Box 263-50 Folder 42
Central State University - Commencement, 1963 Box 263-50 Folder 43
Central State University - Commencement, 1965 Box 263-50 Folder 44
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Central State University - Commencement, 1974 Box 263-50 Folder 45
Central State University - Contract of Employment (Charles H.
Wesley)
Box 263-50 Folder 46
Central State University - Convocation, 1965 Box 263-50 Folder 47
Central State University - Convocation, 1968 Box 263-50 Folder 48
Central State University - Convocation, 1973 Box 263-50 Folder 49
Central State University - Convocation, 1987 Box 263-50 Folder 50
Central State University - Correspondence, 1963 box 263-51 Folder 1
Central State University - Enrollment and Graduates,, 1947 box 263-51 Folder 2
Central State University - Enrollment Data, 1964 box 263-51 Folder 3
Central State University - Faculty Institute, 1960-09 box 263-51 Folder 4
Central State University - The Gold Torch, 1959 box 263-51 Folder 5
Central State University - The Gold Torch, 1968 box 263-51 Folder 6
Central State University - Groundbreaking for the Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation Building, 1974
box 263-51 folder 7
Central State University - Hallie Q. Brown Library box 263-51 Folder 8
Central State University - Los Amigos Club box 263-51 Folder 9
Central State University - National Alumni Conference, 1972 box 263-51 Folder 10
Central State University - Notes box 263-51 Folder 11
Central State University - Notes and Writings from Central State box 263-51 folder 12
Central State University - Paul Robeson Cultural and
Performing Arts Center Dedication, 1978
box 263-51 folder 13
Central State University - President's Message , 1953-1956 box 263-51 Folder 14
Central State University - President's Reception, 1956 box 263-51 Folder 15
Central State University - President's Report, 1964 box 263-51 Folder 16
Central State University - President's Report (Special), 1986 box 263-51 Folder 17
Central State University - President's Report: The New Central
State, 1986
box 263-51 Folder 18
Central State University - President's Report, 1987 box 263-51 Folder 19
Central State University - Price, Leontyne Scholarships
Conference , 1968
box 263-51 Folder 20
Central State University - Profiles (Charles H. Wesley) box 263-51 Folder 21
Central State University - Retirement Statement box 263-51 Folder 22
Central State University - Retirement Tributes box 263-51 Folder 23
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Central State University - Roster of Professional Historians in
Ohio, 1963-01
box 263-51 Folder 24
Central State University - Statement Included in Amended
House Bill No. 711 Relative to Reduction in Appropriation,
1963
box 263-52 Folder 1
Central State University - Statement from Members of the Board
of Trustees Re: Republican Interference in Board Activities,
1964
box 263-52 Folder 2
Central State University - Testimonial Banquet, 1962 box 263-52 Folder 3
Central State University - Upward Bound Recognition box 263-52 Folder 4
Century Mark Association box 263-52 Folder 5
East Tennessee Association of Teachers in Colored Schools box 263-52 Folder 6
Sub-Series: Fisk University
Title/Description Instances
Fisk and the National Mind box 263-52 Folder 7
Fisk Calendar, 1979 box 263-52 folder 8
Fisk - Catalog, 1980 box 263-52 folder 9
Fisk Calendar, 1981 box 263-52 Folder 10
Fisk - Clippings box 263-52 Folder 11
Fisk - Commencement, 1911 box 263-52 Folder 12
Fisk - Commencement, 1961 box 263-52 Folder 13
Fisk - Commencement, 1981 box 263-52 Folder 14
Fisk - Correspondence, 1925-1927 box 263-52 Folder 15
Fisk - Correspondence, 1932-1937 box 263-52 Folder 16
Fisk - Correspondence, 1973-1985 box 263-52 Folder 17
Fisk University Recognition Societies Membership Card box 263-52 Folder 18
Fisk Journal, 1978-07 box 263-52 Folder 19
Fisk Journal, 1978-12 box 263-52 Folder 20
Fisk Journal, 1980-03 box 263-52 Folder 21
Fisk Journal, 1981-03 box 263-52 Folder 22
Fisk Journal, 1981-11 box 263-52 Folder 23
Fisk - Minutes of the Committee on Classification box 263-52 Folder 24
Fisk News, 1934-05 box 263-52 Folder 25
Fisk News, 1961-03 box 263-52 Folder 26
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Fisk - Notes box 263-52 Folder 27
Fisk - Photo clippings box 263-52 Folder 28
Fisk - Recommendations to Yale box 263-52 Folder 29
Fisk - Some Recollections of Charles H. Wesley at Fisk
University, 1910
box 263-52 Folder 30
Fisk - Survey of Fisk Students box 263-52 Folder 31
Fisk - Transcripts (Charles H. Wesley) box 263-52 Folder 32
Fisk - 100 Books Brochure box 263-52 Folder 33
Sub-Series: Howard University
Title/Description Instances
Howard University - All University Religious Services,,
1938-01-23
box 263-52 Folder 34
Howard University - The Capstone box 263-52 folder 35
Howard University - Charter Day Convocation, 1980 box 263-52 Folder 36
Howard University - Clippings Box 263-53 folder 1
Howard University - Commencement, 1970 Box 263-53 Folder 2
Howard University - Commencement, 1987 Box 263-53 Folder 3
Howard University - Correspondence, 1925-1930 Box 263-53 Folder 4
Howard University - Correspondence, 1931-1934 Box 263-53 Folder 5
Howard University - Correspondence, 1935-1936 Box 263-53 Folder 6
Howard University - Correspondence, 1937-1966 Box 263-53 Folder 7
Howard University - Correspondence, 1976-1978 Box 263-53 Folder 8
Howard University - Correspondence - Durkee, Stanley Box 263-53 Folder 9
Howard University - Correspondence - Johnson, Mordecai Box 263-53 Folder 10
Howard University - Correspondence - Scott, Emmett J. Box 263-53 Folder 11
Howard University - Department of History Christmas
Greetings
Box 263-53 Folder 12
Howard University - Department of History Diamond Jubilee Box 263-53 Folder 13
Howard University - Department of History Newsletter, 1971 Box 263-53 Folder 14
Howard University - Executive Committee Meeting Minutes,
1933-1936
Box 263-53 Folder 15
Howard University - General Examination in History Box 263-53 Folder 16
Howard University - Graduate Fellowships and Scholarships,
1935
Box 263-53 Folder 17
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Howard University - Graduate School Council Box 263-53 Folder 18
Howard University - Historical Society of Howard University Box 263-53 Folder 19
Howard University - Howard University Record, 1919 Box 263-53 Folder 20
Howard University - Howard University Record, 1920 Box 263-53 Folder 21
Howard University - Howard University Record, 1923 Box 263-53 Folder 22
Howard University - Howard University Record, 1930 Box 263-53 Folder 23
Howard University - Howard University New Direction
Campaign Fund, 1980-06
Box 263-53 Folder 24
Howard University - PhD Alumni Salute, 1984 folder 263-54 Folder 1
Howard University - The Negro in the Americas Public
Lectures , 1940
folder 263-54 Folder 2
Howard University - Notes folder 263-54 Folder 3
Howard University - Publications of the Social Science Division
at Howard University
folder 263-54 Folder 4
Howard University - Report of the Committee of Departmental
Heads, 1939-05-16
folder 263-54 Folder 5
Howard University - Report of the President, 1987 folder 263-54 Folder 6
Howard University - Silver Anniversary of the Awarding of
PhDs, 1983
folder 263-54 Folder 7
Howard University - Sixth Conference of the Division of Social
Sciences of Howard, 1941
folder 263-54 Folder 8
Howard University - Winston, Michael Howard University
Department of History, 1913 - 1973, 1973
folder 263-54 Folder 9
International Afro- American Museum folder 263-54 Folder 10
International Museum of African American Life and History folder 263-54 Folder 11
National African American Cultural Center folder 263-54 Folder 12
Sub-Series: National Association of Colored Women's Clubs
Title/Description Instances
National Association of Colored Women's Clubs folder 263-54 Folder 13
National Association of Colored Women's Clubs (2) folder 263-54 Folder 14
National Association of Colored Women's Clubs (3) folder 263-54 Folder 15
National Association of Colored Women's Clubs (4) folder 263-54 Folder 16
National Association of Colored Women's Clubs (5) folder 263-54 Folder 17
National Commission on Negro History and Culture box 263-55 Folder 1
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National Coordinating Committee on Education and Defense ,
1940
box 263-55 Folder 2
National Council for the Social Studies box 263-55 Folder 3
National Urban League box 263-55 Folder 4
Negro Emancipation Centennial Authority box 263-55 Folder 5
Negro State Teachers Association box 263-55 Folder 6
Ohio Historical Society box 263-55 Folder 7
Organization of the Teachers of Colored Children in the State of
New Jersey - 11th Annual Conference
box 263-55 Folder 8
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission box 263-55 Folder 9
Sub-Series: Philadelphia Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum
Title/Description Instances
Philadelphia Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum box 263-55 Folder 10
Philadelphia Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum (2) box 263-55 Folder 11
Philadelphia Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum (3) box 263-55 Folder 12
Philadelphia Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum (4) box 263-55 Folder 13
Philadelphia Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum (5) box 263-55 Folder 14
Philadelphia Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum (6) box 263-55 Folder 15
Sub-Series: Sigma Pi Phi
Title/Description Instances
Sigma Pi Phi - Alpha Boule, 1937 box 263-55 Folder 17
Sigma Pi Phi - Alpha Boule Annual Report, 1916 box 263-55 Folder 18
Sigma Pi Phi - Alpha Boule Committee on Audits and Budgets
Report, 1968
box 263-55 Folder 19
Sigma Pi Phi - Beta Boule Calendar, 1929 box 263-55 Folder 20
Sigma Pi Phi - Alpha Boule Charter box 263-55 Folder 21
Sigma Pi Phi - Alpha Sigma Boule, 1937 box 263-55 Folder 22
Sigma Pi Phi - Biennial Conclave, 1948 box 263-55 Folder 23
Sigma Pi Phi - Biennium, 1974 box 263-55 Folder 24
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Barber, Jesse box 263-55 Folder 25
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Brice, Sr., Edward Warner box 263-55 Folder 26
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Brimmer, Andrew box 263-55 Folder 27
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Brown, Jr., Osmond box 263-55 Folder 28
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Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Burbridge, Charles Elvin box 263-55 Folder 29
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Carter, Lisle C. box 263-55 Folder 30
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Crockett, Jr., Edward D. box 263-55 Folder 31
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Crockett, Jr., Edward D. (2) box 263-55 Folder 32
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Davis, Steve G. box 263-55 Folder 33
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Davison, Frederic box 263-55 Folder 34
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Duncan, Charles T. box 263-56 Folder 1
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Ellison, Oscar box 263-56 Folder 2
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Francis, Henry Minton box 263-56 folder 3
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Fox, Richard K. box 263-56 Folder 4
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Jones, William Bowdoin box 263-56 Folder 5
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Massie, Samuel P. box 263-56 Folder 6
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Rice, Emmett J. box 263-56 Folder 7
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Rivers, Francis E. box 263-56 Folder 8
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Robinson, Alvin box 263-56 folder 9
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Robinson, Jr., Aubrey E. box 263-56 Folder 10
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Sylvester, Edward box 263-56 Folder 11
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Wilburn, Adolph Y. box 263-56 Folder 12
Sigma Pi Phi - Biographical File - Wormley, Stanton box 263-56 Folder 13
Sigma Pi Phi - The Boule Foundation Brochure box 263-56 Folder 14
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule Journal, Vol. 42 box 263-56 Folder 15
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule Journal, Vol. 43 box 263-56 Folder 16
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule Journal, Vol. 49 box 263-56 Folder 17
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule Journal, Vol. 50 box 263-56 Folder 18
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule Journal, Vol. 51 box 263-56 Folder 19
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule Member Addresses box 263-56 Folder 20
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule Membership Roster, 1968 box 263-56 Folder 21
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule Membership Roster box 263-56 Folder 22
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule News Bulletin box 263-56 Folder 23
Sigma Pi Phi - Boule Newsletter box 263-56 Folder 24
Sigma Pi Phi - Constitution and Bylaws box 263-56 Folder 25
Sigma Pi Phi - Constitutions of the Grand Boule box 263-56 Folder 26
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Sigma Pi Phi - Correspondence, 1952-1984 box 263-56 Folder 27
Sigma Pi Phi - Correspondence - Rodd, George N. box 263-56 Folder 28
Sigma Pi Phi - Epsilon Boule - Christmas Party, 1981 box 263-56 folder 29
Sigma Pi Phi - Epsilon Boule - In Memorium Program, 1944 box 263-56 Folder 30
Sigma Pi Phi - Epsilon Boule - Invitations box 263-56 folder 31
Sigma Pi Phi - Epsilon Boule - Meetings, 1979-1981 box 263-56 Folder 32
Sigma Pi Phi - Epsilon Boule - Meetings, 1982-1984 box 263-56 Folder 33
Sigma Pi Phi - Epsilon Boule - Roster, 1974 box 263-57 Folder 1
Sigma Pi Phi - Epsilon Boule - Roster, 1977 box 263-57 Folder 2
Sigma Pi Phi - Epsilon Boule - Roster, 1980 box 263-57 Folder 3
Sigma Pi Phi - Epsilon Boule - Service in Remembrance of
Archons and Archousai, 1980
box 263-57 Folder 4
Sigma Pi Phi - Fellowship Song box 263-57 Folder 5
Sigma Pi Phi - Financial Report, Apr. 1, 1950 to Aug 1. 1952,
1952
box 263-57 Folder 6
Sigma Pi Phi - General Announcement and Program (partial
document)
box 263-57 Folder 7
Sigma Pi Phi - Gramma News, 1979-11 box 263-57 Folder 8
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1925 box 263-57 Folder 9
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1931 box 263-57 folder 10
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1933 box 263-57 Folder 11
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1937 box 263-57 Folder 12
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1939 box 263-57 Folder 13
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1950 box 263-57 Folder 14
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1954 box 263-57 Folder 15
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1964 box 263-57 Folder 16
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1974 box 263-57 Folder 17
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1978 box 263-57 Folder 18
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1980 box 263-57 Folder 19
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1982 box 263-57 Folder 20
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule (2), 1982 box 263-57 Folder 21
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1986 box 263-57 Folder 22
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule Annual Report, 1916 box 263-57 Folder 23
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Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule News, 1939 box 263-57 Folder 24
Sigma Pi Phi - History Material box 263-57 Folder 25
Sigma Pi Phi - History of Sigma Pi Phi box 263-57 Folder 26
Sigma Pi Phi - Luncheon Honoring the Archouse, 1964 box 263-57 Folder 27
Sigma Pi Phi - Membership Recommendations box 263-58 Folder 1
Sigma Pi Phi - Names for Stamping box 263-58 Folder 2
Sigma Pi Phi - Notes box 263-58 Folder 3
Sigma Pi Phi - "Omega" Signatures box 263-58 Folder 4
Sigma Pi Phi - Setting Apart of Theta Boule, 1915 box 263-58 Folder 5
Sigma Pi Phi - Sigma Pi Phi Foundation, Inc. Brochure box 263-58 Folder 6
Sigma Pi Phi - Theta Boule, 1936-1937 box 263-58 Folder 7
Sigma Pi Phi - Upsilon Boule History, 1937 box 263-58 Folder 8
Sub-Series: United Supreme Council
Title/Description Instances
United Supreme Council - 33rd Degree Class, 1981-10 box 263-58 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - 33rd Degree Program and Committee
Assignments, 1981
box 263-58 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Advertisement, 1969 box 263-58 Folder 11
United Supreme Council - Amaranth Grand Chapter - Order of
the Eastern Star VS The Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of the
State of Ohio…
box 263-58 Folder 12
United Supreme Council - Amendment to Articles of
Incorporation of the Most Worshipful Prince Hall Grand Lodge
box 263-58 Folder 13
United Supreme Council - Annual Banquet, 1952-1962 box 263-58 Folder 14
United Supreme Council - Annual Banquet, 1968 box 263-58 Folder 15
United Supreme Council - Arkansas Council of Deliberation
32nd Annual Meeting, 1982
box 263-58 Folder 16
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1952
box 263-58 Folder 17
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1955
box 263-58 Folder 18
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1957
box 263-58 Folder 19
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1960
box 263-58 Folder 20
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United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1962
box 263-58 Folder 21
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1963
box 263-58 Folder 22
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1964
box 263-58 Folder 23
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1965
box 263-58 Folder 24
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1980
box 263-58 Folder 25
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Northern
Jurisdiction, 1981
box 263-58 Folder 26
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1950
box 263-58 Folder 27
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1951
box 263-58 Folder 28
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1952
box 263-58 Folder 29
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1953
box 263-58 Folder 30
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1954
box 263-58 Folder 31
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1955
box 263-58 Folder 32
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1956
box 263-58 Folder 33
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1957
box 263-58 Folder 34
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1958
box 263-58 Folder 35
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1959
box 263-58 Folder 36
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1960
box 263-58 Folder 37
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1961
box 263-58 Folder 38
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1962
box 263-58 Folder 39
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1963
box 263-58 Folder 40
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United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1964
box 263-58 Folder 41
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1965
box 263-58 Folder 42
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1966
box 263-59 Folder 1
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1967
box 263-59 Folder 2
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1969
box 263-59 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1977
box 263-59 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1978
box 263-59 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1979
box 263-59 Folder 6
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1980
box 263-59 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1982
box 263-59 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1984
box 263-59 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1985
box 263-59 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1986
box 263-59 Folder 11
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Southern
Jurisdiction, 1987
box 263-59 Folder 12
United Supreme Council - Annual Session - Virginia Council of
Deliberations, 1950
box 263-59 Folder 13
United Supreme Council - Arizona - Nevada Council of
Deliberation Newsletter, 1982-1983
box 263-59 Folder 14
United Supreme Council - "As We Walk" - Prince Hall Masonic
Hymn
box 263-59 Folder 15
United Supreme Council - The Bee Hive, Vol 3. No 2 - Vol 9.
No. 1
box 263-59 Folder 16
United Supreme Council - Bicentennial Journal, 1975 box 263-59 Folder 17
United Supreme Council - Book of the 33rd Degree box 263-59 Folder 18
United Supreme Council - Boule Journal, Vol 58 No 2 box 263-59 Folder 19
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United Supreme Council - Cann, Braxton F. - Testimonial
Banquet, 1963
box 263-59 Folder 20
United Supreme Council - Cards and Invitations box 263-59 Folder 21
United Supreme Council - Centennial Celebration, 1981 box 263-59 Folder 22
United Supreme Council - Central Star Lodge, No. 73 50th
Anniversary
box 263-59 Folder 23
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation, 1977-1978 box 263-60 Folder 1
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation, 1980 box 263-60 Folder 2
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation -
Correspondence, 1978
box 263-60 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation -
Correspondence, 1979-1980
box 263-60 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation -
Correspondence, 1985
box 263-60 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation -
Correspondence, 1981
box 263-60 Folder 6
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation - Applications,
Grants and Fellowships
box 263-60 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation - Awards,
Fellowships and Grants Announcement
box 263-60 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation - Awards
Program, 1977
box 263-60 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation - Edward
Blyden Press Grant Proposal
box 263-60 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation - Grant
Applicants - Edmonds, Helen G.
box 263-60 Folder 11
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation - Grant
Applicants - Menard, Edith
box 263-60 Folder 12
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation - Grant
Applicants - Reeves, Jacqueline
box 263-60 Folder 13
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation Meeting,
1979-10
box 263-60 Folder 14
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation -Minutes,
1982
box 263-60 Folder 15
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation - Report to the
Advisory Committee of the Charitable Foundation, 1979
box 263-60 Folder 16
United Supreme Council - Charitable Foundation - Training for
Opportunities in Programming Contribution Request
box 263-60 Folder 17
United Supreme Council - Clippings Related to "History of the
Prince Hall Grand Lodge of the State of Ohio"
box 263-60 Folder 18
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United Supreme Council - Clippings (General) box 263-60 Folder 19
United Supreme Council - Commanders of the Rite: Program
and Committee Assignments, 1983
box 263-60 Folder 20
United Supreme Council - Committee on Rituals and Ritualistic
Matters
box 263-60 Folder 21
United Supreme Council - Committees box 263-60 Folder 22
United Supreme Council - Constitutions of the United Supreme
Council, 33 degree
box 263-60 Folder 23
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1947-1950 box 263-61 Folder 1
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1951-1954 box 263-61 Folder 2
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1955-1958 box 263-61 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1959 box 263-61 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1960 box 263-61 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1961-1962 box 263-61 Folder 6
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1963-1967 box 263-61 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1973-1977 box 263-61 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1978 box 263-61 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1979-1981 box 263-61 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1982 box 263-62 Folder 1
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1983 box 263-62 Folder 2
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1984 box 263-62 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1985 box 263-62 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1986-01-1986-06 box 263-62 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1986-07-1986-12 box 263-62 Folder 6
United Supreme Council - Correspondence, 1987 box 263-62 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - Correspondence box 263-62 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Browning, Jr.,
William, 1959-1962
box 263-62 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Casterman, Charles
F.
box 263-62 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Crawford, George box 263-62 Folder 11
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Davis, John 1 box 263-62 Folder 12
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Davis, John 2 box 263-63 Folder 1
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Davis, John 3 box 263-63 Folder 2
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United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Diggs, James T. box 263-63 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Ellison, J. M. box 263-63 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Farrar, George A. box 263-63 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Finley, Wilson box 263-63 Folder 6
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - French, Leland box 263-63 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Jefferson, Russel box 263-63 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Lewis, John,
1949-1961
box 263-63 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Lewis, John,
1961-1965
box 263-63 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Lewis, John, 1977 box 263-63 Folder 11
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Mingo, James box 263-63 Folder 12
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Murphy, George box 263-63 Folder 13
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Roy, Louis W. box 263-63 Folder 14
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Simmons, James B. box 263-63 Folder 15
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Taylor, Guy R. box 263-64 Folder 1
United Supreme Council - Correspondence - Wilson, Carl L. box 263-64 Folder 2
United Supreme Council - "Cruising on the Good Ship Joy"
program honoring T. W. Pratt, 1949
box 263-64 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - Davis, Johnathan box 263-64 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - Dove, Henry, Inauguration Program,
1960
box 263-64 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - Eastern Star box 263-64 Folder 6
United Supreme Council - Elective Officers box 263-64 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - Elks Lodge Grand Historian
Membership Card, 1972
box 263-64 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - The Elks News, 1965 box 263-64 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Emancipation Proclamation 87th
Anniversary Program, 1950
box 263-64 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Eureka Grand Lodge Centennial
Celebration, 1957
box 263-64 Folder 11
United Supreme Council - Expressions of Sympathy box 263-64 Folder 12
United Supreme Council - Financial Records, 1950 box 263-64 Folder 13
United Supreme Council - Georgia Council Meetings, 1980 box 263-64 Folder 14
United Supreme Council - Gleaves, Richard Howell box 263-64 Folder 15
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United Supreme Council - Grand Lodge and Accepted
Freemasons, 1913
box 263-64 Folder 16
United Supreme Council - Grand Lodge, History of the box 263-64 Folder 17
United Supreme Council - Grand Western Consistory 1949 Fall
Review, 1949
box 263-64 Folder 18
United Supreme Council - Henry A. Williamson Masonic
Collection in the New York Public Library, 1941
box 263-64 Folder 19
United Supreme Council - Hiram Lodge No. 4 10th Anniversary
Program, 1958
box 263-64 Folder 20
United Supreme Council - Hiram Lodge No. 4 TrestleBoard
Roster, 1960-1985
box 263-64 Folder 21
United Supreme Council - Historical Artifact Deposits,
1949-1950
box 263-64 Folder 22
United Supreme Council - History of Morning Star No. 7 box 263-64 Folder 23
United Supreme Council - Instructions for Special Ceremonies box 263-64 Folder 24
United Supreme Council - Instructions for Special Ceremonies
(2)
box 263-64 Folder 25
United Supreme Council - James Mingo Testimonial Banquet,
1980
box 263-64 Folder 26
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory Bulletin,
1950
box 263-64 Folder 27
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory Bulletin,
1952
box 263-64 Folder 28
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory Bulletin,
1983
box 263-64 Folder 29
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory Bulletin,
1984
box 263-64 Folder 30
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory Bulletin,
1985
box 263-64 Folder 31
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory Bulletin,
1986
box 263-64 Folder 32
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory Bulletin,
1987
box 263-64 Folder 33
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory
Newsletter, 1977
box 263-64 Folder 34
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory
Newsletter, 1980
box 263-64 Folder 35
United Supreme Council - Johnathan Davis Consistory No. 1 32
Degree Roster, 1965
box 263-64 Folder 36
United Supreme Council - The Lamp box 263-64 Folder 37
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United Supreme Council - Lodge of St. Andrew - Excerpts From
Record of Communication, 1970-10
box 263-65 Folder 1
United Supreme Council - Magnolia Assembly of the Order of
the Golden Circle Program of Activities for Visiting Ladies,
1981
box 263-65 Folder 2
United Supreme Council - Masonic Herald, 1946-1947 box 263-65 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - Masonic Matters (Clippings) box 263-65 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - Masonic News, 1963 box 263-65 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - Masonic Quarterly, 1977 box 263-65 Folder 6
United Supreme Council - Masonic Quarterly, 1984-1987 box 263-65 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - Masonic Voice, 1954 box 263-65 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - Masonic Voice, 1955 box 263-65 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Mecca Temple No. 10 box 263-65 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Mecca Temple No. 10 Trestleboard,
1972-1987
box 263-65 folder 11
United Supreme Council - Membership Record box 263-65 folder 12
United Supreme Council - Miami Consistory No. 26 Golden
Anniversary Program, 1961
box 263-65 Folder 13
United Supreme Council - Mid-Winter Meeting - M.W. Prince
Hall Grand Lodge, 1963
box 263-65 Folder 14
United Supreme Council - Mingo, James box 263-65 Folder 15
United Supreme Council - Most Worshipful Prince Hall Grand
Lodge, Baltimore, MD - 10th Anniversary Program, 1947
box 263-65 Folder 16
United Supreme Council - New Horizons, 1978 box 263-65 Folder 17
United Supreme Council - News box 263-65 Folder 18
United Supreme Council - News - Letter, 1953-1956 box 263-65 Folder 19
United Supreme Council - News - Letter, 1964-1969 box 263-65 Folder 20
United Supreme Council - News - Letter, 1966-1973 box 263-65 Folder 21
United Supreme Council - News Quarterly, 1964-1982 box 263-65 Folder 22
United Supreme Council - News Quarterly, 1983-1987 box 263-65 Folder 23
United Supreme Council - Order of the Show Cause for the
Non-Payment of Dues
box 263-65 Folder 24
United Supreme Council - Official Bulletin, 1954-1982 box 263-65 Folder 25
United Supreme Council - Official Rosters box 263-65 Folder 26
United Supreme Council - The Oracle box 263-65 Folder 27
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United Supreme Council - Pelican Council of Deliberation
Newsletter
box 263-65 Folder 28
United Supreme Council - The Philettes box 263-66 Folder 1
United Supreme Council - The Phylaxis, Sept. 1975; Fourth
Quarter, 1978, 1975-1978
box 263-66 Folder 2
United Supreme Council - The Phylaxis; Fourth Quarter, 1980 -
Fourth Quarter, 1984, 1980-1984
box 263-66 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - The Phylaxis; Second Quarter, 1985 -
Second Quarter, 1987, 1985-1987
box 263-66 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - The Phylaxis Newsletter June 1979 -
February 1984, 1979-1984
box 263-66 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - The Phylaxis Society, 1979-1984 box 263-66 folder 6
United Supreme Council - The Phylaxis Society - Membership
Cards
box 263-66 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - The Phylaxis Society - Walker,
Joseph
box 263-66 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - Preliminary Report on a Commission
on Vocational and Educational Guidance Report
box 263-66 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Press Releases box 263-66 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Pride Valley Ledge No. 95 Silver
Anniversary
box 263-66 Folder 11
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Centennial Banquet, 1975 box 263-66 Folder 12
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Clippings and Notes box 263-66 Folder 13
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Life and Legacy
Brochure
box 263-66 Folder 14
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masons - Conference of
Grand Masters
box 263-66 Folder 15
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall F & M Americanism
Day, 1980
box 263-66 Folder 16
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Conference
Announcement, 1964
box 263-66 Folder 17
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Digest, 1980 box 263-66 Folder 18
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Digest, 1981 box 263-66 Folder 19
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Digest, 1982 box 263-66 Folder 20
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Digest, 1983 box 263-67 Folder 1
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Digest, 1984 box 263-67 Folder 2
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Digest, 1985 box 263-67 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Digest, 1986
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box 263-67 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Digest, 1987 box 263-67 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Directory, 1981 box 263-67 Folder 6
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Informer box 263-67 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Masonic Youth Fund,
Inc. Audit Report, 1979
box 263-67 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Youth Camp box 263-67 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Proceedings of the Grand Lodge of
Masons In Massachusetts, 1947-03
box 263-67 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Proclamation, 1983-03 box 263-67 Folder 11
United Supreme Council - Proclamation No. 4 Series 6 box 263-67 folder 12
United Supreme Council - Proposal - Virginia Seminary and
College
box 263-67 Folder 13
United Supreme Council - The Public Relations Guide, 1950 box 263-67 Folder 14
United Supreme Council - The Pyramid, 1980-1985 box 263-67 Folder 15
United Supreme Council - The Pyramid, 1986-1987 box 263-68 folder 1
United Supreme Council - Reviews of Prince Hall Life and
Legacy
box 263-68 Folder 2
United Supreme Council - Richter, R. W. George E. box 263-68 Folder 3
United Supreme Council - Rose Croix Chapter, No. 29, Easter
Services Program, 1956
box 263-68 Folder 4
United Supreme Council - Rose Croix Chapter, No. 29, Funeral
Services and Public Memorial Services Handbook
box 263-68 Folder 5
United Supreme Council - Scottish Rite Informer box 263-68 Folder 6
United Supreme Council - Shrine Educational Guidance and
Assistance Project
box 263-68 Folder 7
United Supreme Council - St. John the Baptist Day, 1977 box 263-68 Folder 8
United Supreme Council - Statement of the Grand Masters, 1955 box 263-68 Folder 9
United Supreme Council - Some Bits and Pieces of Advice for a
Master
box 263-68 Folder 10
United Supreme Council - Stationary box 263-68 Folder 11
United Supreme Council - Tableau, 1982-1988 box 263-68 Folder 12
United Supreme Council - Tremont Lodge, 1953 box 263-68 Folder 13
United Supreme Council - Trestleboard, 1955-1982 box 263-68 Folder 14
United Supreme Council - Torch and Trefoil, 1956-12 box 263-68 Folder 15
United Supreme Council - United Supreme Council Pamphlet box 263-68 Folder 16
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United Supreme Council - Universal League Newsletter, No. 12,
1973
box 263-68 Folder 17
United Supreme Council - Vocational and Educational Guidance
Project Preliminary Report, 1952-53, 1954
box 263-68 Folder 18
United Supreme Council - Vocational In Statute box 263-68 Folder 19
United Supreme Council - Who's Who in Free Masonry, 1984,
1984
box 263-68 Folder 20
Sub-Series: Wilberforce University
Title/Description Instances
Wilberforce University - Addendum to the Memorandum
Concerning the State College at Wilberforce, 1951
box 263-68 Folder 21
Wilberforce University - Annual Report, 1932 box 263-68 Folder 22
Wilberforce University - Clippings box 263-68 Folder 23
Wilberforce University - College Choir Performance of "The
Messiah", 1950
box 263-68 Folder 24
Wilberforce University - Commencement, 1932 box 263-68 folder 25
Wilberforce University - Commencement, 1947 box 263-68 Folder 26
Wilberforce University - Correspondence, 1942-1957 box 263-68 Folder 27
Wilberforce University - Event Programs box 263-68 Folder 28
Wilberforce University - The Forcean, 1945 box 263-68 Folder 29
Wilberforce University - Historic Document, 1856 box 263-68 Folder 30
Wilberforce University - The Questionary box 263-68 Folder 31
Wilberforce University - Mortgage Payment, 1944 box 263-68 Folder 32
Wilberforce University - Museum box 263-68 Folder 33
Wilberforce University - Report of the President, 1950 box 263-68 Folder 34
Wilberforce University - Telegram, 1947 box 263-68 Folder 35
Wilberforce University - The Wilberforce Dilemma box 263-69 Folder 1
Wilberforce University - The Wilberforce University Bulletin,
1943
box 263-69 Folder 2
Wilberforce University - The Wilberforce University Bulletin,
1948
box 263-69 Folder 3
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series T: Photographs
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Sub-Series: Alpha Phi Alpha
Title/Description Instances
Alpha Phi Alpha - Alpha Wives, 1953 box 263-69 Folder 4
Alpha Phi Alpha - "Bro. Carter" box 263-69 Folder 5
Alpha Phi Alpha - "Bro. Gregory" box 263-69 Folder 6
Alpha Phi Alpha - Brothers of Beta Sigma at Fort Eustis box 263-69 Folder 7
Alpha Phi Alpha - General Convention, 1908 box 263-69 Folder 8
Alpha Phi Alpha - Holland, Albert box 263-69 Folder 9
Alpha Phi Alpha - Jackson, Maynard box 263-69 Folder 10
Alpha Phi Alpha - Kelley, Jewel George Biddle and Mrs. Harriet
Kelley
box 263-69 Folder 11
Alpha Phi Alpha - Lawson, Belford - At the induction ceremony
of General President James R. Williams
box 263-69 Folder 12
Alpha Phi Alpha - Lewis II, Andrew J. box 263-69 Folder 13
Alpha Phi Alpha - Morial, Ernest box 263-69 Folder 14
Alpha Phi Alpha - Mu Chapter, 1913 box 263-69 Folder 15
Alpha Phi Alpha - Mu Lambda House, Washington, D.C. box 263-69 Folder 16
Alpha Phi Alpha - Ogle, Robert Harold box 263-69 Folder 17
Alpha Phi Alpha - Ponder, Henry box 263-69 Folder 18
Alpha Phi Alpha - Stockham, Gail box 263-69 Folder 19
Alpha Phi Alpha - Unidentified box 263-69 Folder 20
Alpha Phi Alpha - Wesley, Charles with other Alpha Brothers,
1933
box 263-69 Folder 21
Alpha Phi Alpha - Wesley, Charles with the Brothers of Delta
Xi Chapter, 1958
box 263-69 Folder 22
Alpha Phi Alpha - Williams, James with G. Alex Garvin,
Andrew Lewis, Rayford Logan, and Lawrence T. Young
box 263-69 Folder 23
Association for the Study of African American Life and History -
Brainard, Frank and Rudolph Preston, 1967
box 263-69 Folder 24
Boyd Charr Presbyterian Church Louisville, Kentucky box 263-69 Folder 25
Brimmer, Andrew box 263-69 Folder 26
Brown. Hallie Q. box 263-69 Folder 27
The Bruce Green Family box 263-69 Folder 28
Burke, Lillian box 263-69 Folder 29
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Callis, Henry Arthur - Book Illustrations box 263-69 Folder 30
Sub-Series: Central State University
Title/Description Instances
Central State College [University] box 263-69 Folder 31
Central State University - Students welcomed to [Charles H.
Wesley's] office at Central State University
box 263-69 Folder 32
Central State University - Wesley Hall box 263-69 Folder 33
Central State University - Wesley, Charles H. at Central State
Small Business Conference wth Governor Rhodes
box 263-69 Folder 34
Central State University - Wesley, Charles H. presents honorary
degree to Roy Wilkins of the NAACP
box 263-69 Folder 35
Central State University - Wesley, Charles H. speaks to woman
at Central State University
box 263-69 Folder 36
Cheek, James box 263-69 Folder 37
Church Illustrations and Pictures box 263-69 Folder 38
Coppin, Fanny Jackson box 263-69 Folder 39
Coppin State College [University] box 263-69 Folder 40
Dunbar, Paul Laurence box 263-69 Folder 41
Ebenezer A.M.E. Church box 263-69 Folder 42
Sub-Series: Fisk University
Title/Description Instances
Fisk University - Champions of 1910; class of 1911, 1911 box 263-69 Folder 43
Fisk - Class of 1911 25th Anniversary Reunion, 1936 box 263-69 Folder 44
Fisk University - Commencement Day box 263-69 Folder 45
Fisk University - Debating Club: Imes, Roman, [Charles H.]
Wesley, Dawson
box 263-69 Folder 46
Fisk University - Fisk Jubilee Singers "World in Boston" box 263-69 Folder 47
Fisk University - Football Squad 10 box 263-69 Folder 48
Fisk - Members of the Fisk University Jubilee Glee Club box 263-69 Folder 49
Fisk- Glee Club, 1911 box 263-69 Folder 50
Fisk University - Livingstone Hall box 263-69 Folder 51
Franklin, John Hope at Florida A & M History Association
Meeting
box 263-69 Folder 52
Group Pose for Photograph box 263-69 Folder 53
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Guggenheim Fellowship Trip to Paris, 1936 box 263-69 Folder 54
Hall, Prince - Book Illustrations box 263-69 Folder 55
Henderson, Cornelius box 263-69 Folder 56
Holly, John O. box 263-69 Folder 57
Howard University - Main Building box 263-69 Folder 58
Howard University - Unidenftified, Charles H. Wesley, Dorothy
Porter Wesley, President James Cheek
box 263-70 Folder 1
Johnson, J. Albert box 263-70 Folder 2
Jones, Edwin with Benjamin Quarles and Charles Wesley box 263-70 Folder 3
Kellogg. John W. box 263-70 Folder 4
Kennedy, John F. with Jacqueline Kennedy and Charles Wesley box 263-70 Folder 5
Langsom, Walter and others box 263-70 Folder 6
Lovette, Albert; Charles Harris Wesley; J. E. Stamp and Thomas
Kelley, 1910 - 1911, 1911
box 263-70 Folder 7
Marshall, William and John Blassingame box 263-70 Folder 8
Mason, Herman "Skip" with Charles Wesley box 263-70 Folder 9
Minton, Henry M. box 263-70 Folder 10
National Welfare Rights Organization March box 263-70 Folder 11
Negatives box 263-70 Folder 12
Parker, Augustus box 263-70 Folder 13
Payne, John box 263-70 Folder 14
Percy Jr. and Faith (Inscribed to Grandmother Wesley with love
from Percy, Jr. and Faith)
box 263-70 Folder 15
Photographs of Dormitories box 263-70 Folder 16
Powell, Jr. Adam Clayton with Charles Wesley and Unidentified box 263-70 Folder 17
President's First Secretarial Staff in New College; Wesley, Charles
H. receives check from Unidentified older man
box 263-70 Folder 18
[Radio program] box 263-70 Folder 19
"Robert", Spring 1912, 1912 box 263-70 Folder 20
Roper, Pearl J. and John Roper with Dorothy Porter Wesley and
Charles H. Wesley
box 263-70 Folder 21
Sub-Series: Sigma Pi Phi
Title/Description Instances
Sigma Pi Phi - Altman, Joseph box 263-70 Folder 22
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Sigma Pi Phi - Biennial Conclave, 1915 box 263-70 Folder 23
Sigma Pi Phi - Biennial Conclave, 1941 box 263-70 Folder 24
Sigma Pi Phi - Biennial Conclave, 1952 box 263-70 Folder 25
Sigma Pi Phi - Cannon, Miles O. box 263-70 Folder 26
Sigma Pi Phi - Cannady, Eugene C. box 263-70 Folder 27
Sigma Pi Phi - Carter, Russel box 263-70 Folder 28
Sigma Pi Phi - Gordon, William C. box 263-70 Folder 29
Sigma Pi Phi - Grand Boule, 1937 box 263-70 Folder 30
Sigma Pi Phi - Harrison, Eugene T. box 263-70 Folder 31
Sigma Pi Phi - Lambda Boule Entertains the Archousae box 263-70 Folder 32
Sigma Pi Phi - Lonesome, William box 263-70 Folder 33
Sigma Pi Phi - Mcadd, William C. box 263-70 Folder 34
Sigma Pi Phi - Powell, Ennis box 263-70 Folder 35
Sigma Pi Phi - Stafford, S. Tanner box 263-70 Folder 36
Sigma Pi Phi - Unidentified box 263-70 Folder 37
Sigma Pi Phi - Unidentified Group at Picnic (1) box 263-70 Folder 38
Sigma Pi Phi - Unidentified Group at Picnic (2) box 263-70 Folder 39
Sigma Pi Phi - Unidentified Group Members box 263-70 Folder 40
Sigma Pi Phi - Williams, Arthur J. "Kelly" box 263-70 Folder 41
Sigma Pi Phi - Vallis, Kenneth box 263-70 Folder 42
Sigma Pi Phi - Xi Boule box 263-70 Folder 43
Tubman, Harriet (Drawings) box 263-70 Folder 44
Unidentified Group at the Beach box 263-70 Folder 45
Unidentified Group listening to speaker box 263-70 Folder 46
Unidentified Man with Child box 263-70 Folder 47
Unidentified Woman box 263-70 Folder 48
Unidentified Women at Pinning box 263-70 Folder 49
Sub-Series: United Supreme Council
Title/Description Instances
United Supreme Council - Annual Session, 1955 box 263-70 Folder 50
United Supreme Council - Annual Session, 1966 box 263-70 Folder 51
United Supreme Council - Collins, Homer box 263-70 Folder 52
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United Supreme Council - French, Leland box 263-70 Folder 53
United Supreme Council - Prince Hall Book Negatives box 263-70 Folder 54
United Supreme Council - Simmons, James B. box 263-70 Folder 55
United Supreme Council - S. Jurisdiction reporting on award by
the charitable foundation; (left to right) John W. Davis, Dore,
Charles H. Wesley
box 263-70 Folder 56
United Supreme Council - Unidentified box 263-70 Folder 57
United Supreme Council - Wesley, Charles H. - in Council
Robes
box 263-70 Folder 58
United Supreme Council - Wesley, Charles H. - Speaks at
Building Dedication
box 263-70 Folder 59
Wells, Ida B. box 263-70 Folder 60
Sub-Series: Wesley, Charles H.
Title/Description Instances
Wesley, Charles, ca. 1890 box 263-70 Folder 61
Wesley, Charles, ca. 1918 box 263-70 Folder 62
Wesley , Charles H. with Wife and young daughter box 263-70 Folder 63
Wesley, Charles H. - "Charles H. Wesley, author of The History
of Alpha Phi Alpha autographs a volume for Xi Chapter at
Wilberforce, Ohio."
box 263-70 Folder 64
|Wesley, Charles - Charles H. Wesley Awards Dinner box 263-70 Folder 65
Wesley, Charles and Arthur Spingarn box 263-70 Folder 66
Wesley, Charles and Dorothy Porter Wesley with Unidentified box 263-70 Folder 67
Wesley, Charles H. and Dorothy Porter Wesley box 263-70 Folder 68
Wesley, Charles H. and Dorothy Porter Wesley (2) box 263-70 Folder 69
Wesley, Charles H. and Family box 263-70 Folder 70
Wesley, Charles and other AME Ministers welcoming Mordecai
W. Johnson of Howard University, 1926
box 263-70 Folder 71
Wesley, Charles H. and John Murphy of NNPA box 263-70 Folder 72
Wesley, Charles H. and Unidentified leaving building box 263-70 Folder 73
Wesley, Charles H. and Unidentified woman look through book box 263-70 Folder 74
Wesley, Charles H. at 14 box 263-70 Folder 75
Wesley, Charles H. at Dean Moore's box 263-70 Folder 76
Wesley, Charles at Wilberforce box 263-70 Folder 77
Wesley, Charles - Headshots box 263-71 Folder 1
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Wesley, Charles - Graduation Photograph, 1911 box 263-71 Folder 2
Wesley, Charles in Cap and Gown, 1965 box 263-71 Folder 3
Wesley, Charles In front of Campbell A.M.E. Church, 1932 box 263-71 Folder 4
Wesley, Charles H. in Home Office box 263-71 Folder 5
Wesley, Charles H. in Home Office (2) box 263-71 Folder 6
Wesley, Charles at Howard University box 263-71 Folder 7
Wesley, Charles H. - Presenting Degrees box 263-71 Folder 8
Wesley, Charles Presenting Degree to Veteran box 263-71 Folder 9
Wesley, Charles H. speaks to crowd, titled "Truth and Light;
Right and Honor"
box 263-71 Folder 10
Wesley, Charles Standing in front of a car, 1965 box 263-71 Folder 11
Wesley, Charles H. (2nd from left) with Unidentified Group box 263-71 Folder 12
Wesley, Charles H. Congratulates Unidentified Woman box 263-71 Folder 13
Wesley, Charles H. on the field with a band box 263-71 Folder 14
Wesley, Charles H. presented with honorary degree, L.L.D.
by President Walter C. Langham, University of Cincinnati ,
1964-06
box 263-71 Folder 15
Wesley, Charles H. Speaks at Awards Dinner box 263-71 Folder 16
Wesley, Charles H. with granddaughter Charlotte Wesley
Holloman
box 263-71 Folder 17
Wesley, Charles H. with Unidentified Group of Men in front of
the Young Men's Christian Association in Chicago
box 263-71 Folder 18
Wesley, Charles H. with Unidentified Santa Claus box 263-71 Folder 19
Wesley, Charles H., Charlotte, Daughter, Matilda Wesley,
mother, Louise J. Wesley, Wife
box 263-71 Folder 20
Wesley, Charles H., Dorothy Porter, James Van Der Zee and
Unidentified
box 263-71 Folder 21
Wesley, Charles H., Unidentified, Dorothy Porter Wesley and
Unidentified
box 263-71 Folder 22
Wesley, Charles Harris Presents Honorary Degree to Senator
[John W.] Bricker
box 263-71 Folder 23
Wesley, Charles - Tombstone [negatives] box 263-71 Folder 24
Wesley, Louise with Charlotte Wesley, and unidentified, 1932 box 263-71 Folder 25
Wesley, Charles with Family box 263-71 Folder 26
Wesley, Charles with members of the National Association of
Colored Women's Clubs
box 263-71 Folder 27
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Sub-Series: Wesley Family Photographs
Title/Description Instances
Wesley, Charlotte (white dress center), Louise Wesley, Front
Row, Hat and Sweater
box 263-71 folder 28
Wesley, Charlotte, Charles H. Wesley, and Louise Wesley box 263-71 Folder 29
Wesley daughters "Homeward bound" from Paris box 263-71 Folder 30
Wesley, Louise J. box 263-71 Folder 31
Wesley, Louise with Charlotte Wesley, and unidentified, 1932 box 263-71 Folder 32
Wesley, Louise J. with Child box 263-71 Folder 33
Wesley, Matilda box 263-71 Folder 34
Wesley, Matilda with Charles H. Wesley box 263-71 Folder 35
Sub-Series: Wilberforce University
Title/Description Instances
Wilberforce University box 263-71 Folder 36
Wilberforce University - Early Faculty box 263-71 Folder 37
Wilberforce University - Founders Day Dinner box 263-71 Folder 38
Wilberforce University - Majorette of R.O.T.C. box 263-71 Folder 39
Wilberforce - Wesley, Charles H. and Louise Wesley and
other guests before attending the Wilberforce College Choir
performance of "The Messiah", 1950
box 263-71 Folder 40
Wilberforce University - Wesley, Charles H. presenting Citation
to Leontyne Price at Wilberforce
box 263-71 Folder 41
Wilberforce University - White, Walter at Wilberforce
University Commencement
box 263-71 Folder 42
Wilberforce University - Wilber A. Page and Wife at the
Dedication of Wilber A Page Residence Hall
box 263-71 Folder 43
Wright, Walter box 263-71 Folder 44
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series: U: Restricted
Title/Description Instances
Alpha Phi Alpha - Beta Chapter Sphinx Club Hark Letter Box 263-73
Alpha Phi Alpha - Omicron Chapter Hark Letter Box 263-73
Alpha Phi Alpha - Proposed Pledge Manual, 1969
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Box 263-73
Alpha Phi Alpha - Ritual Committee Box 263-73
Alpha Phi Alpha - Rituals and Codex, 1947-1960 Box 263-73
Alpha Phi Alpha - Sphinxman Handbook, 1969 Box 263-73
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series V: Oversized
Title/Description Instances
Photograph - Wesley, Dorothy Porter, Raymond Cannon and
Charles H. Wesley
box 263-74
Broadside - Dr. Charles Harris Wesley... Ferris Lecture…Black
Journalism in History at Princeton University, 1973
box 263-74
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series W: Artifacts
Title/Description Instances
Alpha Phi Alpha V.I.P. N.H.B.F. Medallion Box 263-75
Book of Common Prayers Box 263-75
Book - Presented to Dr. Charles H. Wesley by the Committee on
the Charles H. Wesley Research Fund, Central State College, 1965
Box 263-75
Central State University Medallion Box 263-75
Charles H. Wesley, PhD Desk Plate Box 263-75
Convention Case and Packet - Alpha Phi Alpha General
Convention, 1984
Box 263-75
Convention Case and Packet - Alpha Phi Alpha General
Convention, 1985
Box 263-75
Convention Case and Packet - Alpha Phi Alpha General
Convention, 1986
Box 263-75
Graduation caps (2) Box 263-75
Inscribed notepad Box 263-75
Inscribed notepad holder Box 263-75
Journal of Negro History 75th Anniversary Name Badge and Flag Box 263-75
Leather Bound Clock Box 263-75
Leather desk organizer Box 263-75
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Lucite Paper Weight - Alpha Phi Alpha General Convention, 1975 Box 263-75
Magnifying Glass Box 263-75
Metal Case - Alpha Phi Alpha forty-first general convention, 1955 Box 263-75
Pen holder Box 263-75
Pen Holder - "Presented to Dr. Charles H, Wesley - Our Beloved





Plaque - The Afro-American Historical and Cultural Museum
Outstanding Contributions to the World of Current Thought and
the Arts, 1982
Box 263-75
Plaque - Friend of the Journal of Negro History - for Generous
Support of 65th Anniversary Campaign, 1981
Box 263-75
Plaque - NAFEO Leadership Award in Higher Education Box 263-75
Red Chair paper Weight Box 263-75
Sigma Pi Phi Cloth Box 263-75
Sunglasses Box 263-75
Testimonial Book Presented to Brother Dr. Charles Harris Wesley
During Celebration of Alpha Phi Alpha's Diamond Jubilee
Box 263-75
Wooden Placard - "The Light of the World" given by Bro. Rick
Williams
Box 263-75
Yale Flag Box 263-75
Vintage Staple Remover Box 263-75
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